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ABRASIVE BLASTING OPERATIONS
ENGINEERING CONTROL AND WORK PRACTICES MANUAL

I. INTRODUCTION

The United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's National

Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) is responsible for

conducting research and developing educational and training materials in the

field of occupational safety and health as required by the Williams-Steiger

Occupatlonal Safety and Health Act of 1970. Abrasive blasting is one of the

occupational activities covered by the Act, which NIOSH has been studying.

Recent research indicates that 100,000 abrasive blasters are exposed to silica

dust for up to 60 million manhours each year. The personal protective equipment

used by these workers is, on the average, poor to marginal. Equipment deficiencies

and lack of proper maintenance are commonplace. Workers are likely to receive

above-TLV (Threshold Limit Value) quartz exposures and extreme noise exposures.

Hazards related to electrical and mechanical equipment are numerous. Nor are

abrasive blasters themselves the only ones affected. In certain types of operations,

such as open-air abrasive blasting, anyone in close proximity may be exposed to

safety and health hazards.

The purpose of this publication is to inform plant safety and industrial hygiene

engineers of the most typical abrasive blasting practices; the potential safety

and health hazards involved in these practices; and the engineering and adminis

trative techniques available to minimize and control the resultant hazardous

conditions.
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The process of abrasive blasting began in 1904. It is used today to:

Abrasive blasting can be defined as a process of cleaning fu~d finishing of

materials by forceful direction of an abrasive media applied either dry or

suspended in a liquid medium, against the surface of the workpiece.

II.

*

*

*

*

*

*

CURRENT METHODS AND OPERATIONS

clean a surface by removing unwanted rust, scale, paint, etc., in

preparation for painting, anodizing, welding, or other processes

which require a clean surface;

deburr, remove tooling marks, or otherwise finish a crude product;

change metallurgical properties or stress re l ieve a part by the

peening action of multiple impactions;

produce a desired matte or decorative finish;

provide actual cutting or inscribing of partially masked parts, such

as tombstones, or;

remove "flashingll (excess material) from molded plastic or rubber.

Results of a comprehensive ~IOSH survey undertaken for development of the pUblication

"Abrasi ve Blasting Respiratory Protective Practices" -- and referenced

hereaft er as lithe NIOSH surveyll -- indicate that abrasive blastillf.! is

used most often to clean iron and/or steel surfaces. Other surfaces commonly

treated by abrasive blastL~g tec~~iques include maso~ry (brick, stone, concrete,

etc.), sfu,d castings, alwminum, copper, brass, WOOd, glass, and plastic.

The choice of the abrasive to be used and the type of equipment required to

do the job depe~ds essentially on the nature of t~e surface involved (including

its pre-cleaned surface condition which may include being covered by paint, rust,

etc.), the type of treatment desired (cleaning, deburrL~g, etc.) and related

concerns.

Abrasive blast cleaning generally is considered to be an economical process.

It is faster th~n competitive processes of pickling, electrochemical cleaning,

or hand finishing, and thus reduces manhours required. In addition, equipment

investment is not sUbstantially influenced by model changes, operational procedures,

or personnel turnover; training of operators takes place in a minimum amount

of time, and in many cases -- the abrasive media, or substantial portions

of them, may be recycled for further use.

Abrasive blasting is utilized for many different purposes by foundries, shipyards,

steel fabrication plants, special purpose job and machine shops, gas transmission

stations, steel mills, structural steel supply yards, building cleaners,

wineries, breweries, canneries, rubber manufacturers, painting contractors,

plastic manufacturers, welders, wood shops and furniture manufacturers, plating

and anodizing shops, aircraft manufacturers, electronic manufacturers,

petrochemical companies, memorial monument markers, and many others.

1. Methods of Application

Methods of applying abrasive materials can be segregated into two distinct

types of procedures: dry and wet.

1.1 Dry-blasting: There are two methods used for dry-blast cleaning; mechanical

blasting and air pressure blasting.

-2-

1.1.1 Mechanical Blasting: Mechanical blasting most frequently employs
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the use of cabinet-type equipment. It is available in either

batch, semi-automatic or automatic versions. Typically, the cab-

inet houses one or more blast wheels which direct the abrasive at

the workpiece by centrifugal force. The wheel (see Figure 11-1)

is positioned to ensure maxjmum coverage and high efficiency of

the blast pattern in consideration of workpiece design. Clean

abrasive, generally airwashed and graded, is stored in a hopper. Cf:.

o

rubber mats often are used on work tables to cushion the impact

and dipper valve which meters t he abrasive flow to the impeller .
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parts in many cases are made of a high alloy, wear-

discharge of stray abrasive. Because such machines are subject to

shock of the abrasive. Different types of wheels are available

The impeller imparts centrifugal velocity to the abrasive which is

the direction and shape of the delivery of the blast pattern on the

then directed through a control cage. The control cage determines

The wheel generally is enclosed in a protective housing to prevent

The abrasive flows from the hopper by gravity to a feed funnel

interiors

which permit greater efficiency of operation.

workpiece.

considerable wear -- especially the wheel components and machine

resistant cast iron and are designed for easy replacement. Heavy

In general, abrasive velocity (approximately 250 feet per second)

and volume of abrasive are such that mechanical systems provide a

high level of work capacity per unit time. As a result, mechanical

blast cabinet equipment can be geared to medium to high production

applications. The equipment often is used to descale cast prOducts,

-4- -5-



1.1.2

deburr transmission parts, and to clean strip steel and automotive

crankshafts, axle shafts, engine blocks and rear axle housings.

Air Pressure Blasting: Air pressure blasting uses compressed air

to apply abrasive to a surface. Air pressure blasting uses either

a direct pressure or an induction method that may use either

the siphon or gravity method as follows:

Manual exhaust outlet

1.1.2.1 Direct Pressure Method: In direct air pressure blasting,

the abrasive is fed from a pressurized contaLi er (pressure

vessel) into a blast hose, as shown in Figure 11-2.

The compressed air line is piped to both the blast hose

&id upper portion of the pressure vessel. Air pressure

(usually 80 to 90 psi) to both the hose and pressure

vessel are equal thus permitting the free fall of

the abrasive through an aperture (feed point) at the

bottom of the pressure vessel. As the abrasive falls

throu~~ it is picked up by the compressed air and

conveyed to the point of operation. In order to maintain

air pressure, a valve is fitted at the filling point

of the machine and held tightly closed by the air

pressure. A metering valve is fitted at the feed point

to regulate abrasive flow at a rate suitable to the

bore size of the nozzle and air pressure. Direct air

pressure blast cleaning machines can be used separately

Air inlet valve

ChecK valve

~~~~!:~f~=1~C~fr~o~m~compressor

, Control line filter

Tank remains
~ under pressure ~

at all times;
until manuany exhausted

as portable units for site work or they can be built

into cabinets or blast rooms. The abrasive is Li constant
FIGURE II-2 Portable Direct Air Pressure Blast Cleaning Machine

circulation and is stored in the upper portion of the

-6-
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pressure vesse l above the filler valve. In such. cases,

~hen abrasive being used is eXhs ust ed, the operator

closes both the abrasive ffiid compressed air valves.

Air i s t hen exhausted from the pressur e vesse~ and,

when it reache s zero pressure, the f ill er valve dro~s

so t he unit is refil l ed with t he abras ive held in reserve

-i..l.2.2 !nductjon-Siphon Me t hod: The blast gun of induction-

siphon equipment is connected to a compressed air pipe

and a flexible hose Yihich carries t he abrasive . The

abrasive hose is open to atmospheric air near the base

FLEXIBLE::~
ATM05PI1[f',j( AlP.

HOSE"EfA~

~~~~

,.:
"- ' .

AGRASIVE

HOPPErI

gun where it is propelled through the nozzle by the jet

the abrasive hose creates a part ial vacuum in the hose

of the machine hopper (see Figure 11-3). As a result,

of compressed air.

the passage of compressed air through the gun and over

which, in turn, draws or induces the abrasive into the

The rubber abrasive feed hose is usually six- to eight-

feet l ong between the hopper and the gun.

The abrasive is accelerated by the air stream as iT,

Figure 11-3: Connection of Abrasive Feed hose
to the Abrasive Hopper

passes t hrough t he blast nozzle but does not reach

the full veloci t y of the compressed air stream.

The velocit y of t he abrasive leaving t he nozzle is

approximat ely 40% of a direct pressure machine.

-8·
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1.1.2.3

Induction-siphon systems are used in a wide range of

hand-operated abrasive blasting cabinets. Although t hey

also are used in con-:, inuous operat ion aut omat ic e quipment,

they are generall y limit ed to application of l i ght

abrasive s.

Induction-gravi ty method: Induction-gravity equipment

is very similar to induction-siphon equipment in that

a lIgunll is used to mix air and abrasive media (see

Figure 11-4). With induction-gravity equipment, however,

the media is gravity fed from overhead storage. The

air supply enters the gun at that point where abrasive

is entrained under a partial vacuum plus ·the weight of

gravi ty. Rapid expansion of the compres sed air as it

emerges from the gun gives final acceleration to the

abrasive. Induction-gravity systems are not in wide

spread use. Although they can be appl ied for continuous

operation, they usually are employed only for specialized

applications such as shot peening.

ABRASIVE HOPPER ----..lIo....'.

BLAST UNIT BODY

BLAST NOULE

ABRASIVE FEED TUBE

CONm OLGATE

Mechanical dry blasting equipment is becoming increasingly more

popular. Rapidity of surface contaminant removal can be increased

by increasing abrasive particle velocity and the quantity of

abrasive inputs per unit of time. Installations can be made

semi- or fUlly-automatic with relatively little difficulty.

Air pressure blasting is used when low production requirements

or intermittent operations are anticipated. This method of dry

blasting is particularly suited for relatively small- to medium-size

-10-

Figure 11-4: GraVity-fed Fixed Blast Nozzle
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Industry uses several variations of wet abrasive methods for specialty

processes. Some of these processes have resulted in new process names,

even though they all can be categorized li..TJ.der !lwet blasting . 1/ To

clarify the confusion so created, the following definitions are provided

for commonly-heard methods.

parts which have intricate designs and varying cross sections.

1.2 Wet Blasting: Wet blasting involves :1i~h-velocity, compressed..air

propulsion of a slurry directed onto a workpiece. The slurry

normally consists of fine abrasive suspended in chemically-

treated water. It usually is kept in continuous agitation to prevent

settling of the abrasive.

As with direct pressure dry blast units, compressed air is fed to the

vessel containing the mixture at a pressure equal to that fed to

the blast hose. Equalizing the pressure enables the abrasive mixture

to feed through the mixing valve into the air line. The abrasive

flow is controlled by a full flow valve situated between the hopper and

mixing chamber.

-

c.

a .

b.

By use of a high-pressure centrifugal pump which produces the

required speed of projection for the slurry.

Hydro-blast process: Sand is mhed with water and propellec by

water pressure.

Vapor-blast process: Abrasive is suspended in a liquid projected at

high velocity by a j et of compressed air.

Most wet blast equipment is of the cabinet mounted type and often is

modified by auxiliary strippers, take-off conveyors, and wash-rinse dry

stations. The basic designs include the vertical Wheel, horizontal

plane turntable, shuttle with rail or car extensions, chain or belt

conveyors, self-contained turning mechanisms designed for shafts and

tubular parts, and combination tumbling-cabinet machines.

The slurry can be propelled against a surface by anyone of three distinct

methods:

a. By a stream of compressed air which raises the slurry through a

siphoning action and then projects it through a suitably designed

nozzle.

2.

3.

Abrasives in Common Use

A variety of different abrasives are in common use. Selection of a specific

type depends primarily on economic, metallurgical and practical engineering

factors.

The survey performed by NIOSH indicates (see Table 11-1) that s&~d is oy

far the most commonly-utilized abrasive. Other frequently-used abrasives

include steel shot, steel grit, aluminum, flint/garnet, glass beads, carbides,

slag, and organic materials (such as ground waJ.nut shells, ground corncobs

and crushed pecan shells).

Abrasive Blasting Equipmen~_

b. By means of compressed air which propels a gravity-fed slurry to a gun.

-12-

lhe five types of abrasive blast cleaning systems now in common use are:

portable blast cleaning ma(?hines; hand-operated units in blast c1eaI"ling rooms;
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TABLE II-I The NIOSH Survey Results by Abrasive Use

hand-operated cab i net,- -cype blast cleaning machine s; aut omat ic blast cleaning

machines , and wet-blast cleaning machines .

3.1 Portable Blast Cleaning Machines (Figure 11-5) : Portable blast cleaning

machine s generaRly re qui re a high- volume air supply ( usually in the

Abrasive

Sand

Steel Shot

Steel Grit

Alumina

Flint/Garnet

Glass Beads

Carbides

Slag

Organics (Cobs, Pecan
Shells, etc.)

Total

Number Reported %of Total

115 44.7

43 16.7

25 9.7

24 9.3

18 7.0

12 4.6

9 3.5

8 3.1

3 1.1

257

90 to 100 psi .L'ange) ; a container or pressure vessel to contain the

abrasive ; a metering devi ce to control air-to -abrasive ratio and

flow ; a f lexibl e hose to de l iver the abrasive, and a hand-he ld nozzle to

aim the abras ive O:cl~o t he workpiece. Many portable units also have large

hopper-fed storage tanks which enable multiple blasting operat ions from

a single sour ce of supply .

Portable units can be operated either manually or automat ically. Manual

types generally require a "pot " attendant who manually controls .qbrasive

flow per instructions of the nozzle operator. Automati c machines have

cont r ols which start and stop operations by use of a flow control valve

or a "deadman" switch on the noz zle. When the oper ator closes the valve,

the machine starts and the air and abrasive mixture is e j ected from the

nozzle . When t he operator releases the flow control valve , the abrasive

discharge stops and the machine depressurizes.

In some cases wate r supply heads are attached to the nozzle to j et water

Source: Abrasive Blasting Respiratory Protective Practices.
HEW Publication No. (NIOSH) 74-104

-14-

into the dry blast dis charge. 'l'he water saturates the abrasi iTe and thus

convert s a dry blast operation into a wet blast operation.

3.2 Hand-Operated Uni t s in Blast Cleaning Rooms (Figure 11-6): Although

hand-operated unit s in bl ast cleani ng rooms usually use a large hopper

for storage of abrasive, t he units themselves are essentially simi l ar

-15-



FIGURE 11- 5 Portable Blast Cleaning Uni t wi th Operator FIGURE 11-6 Ini..erior of Blast Cleaning Room

Cour tesy of C1emco- C1ementina , Ltd.

- 16-
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Courtesy of Empire Abrasive Equipment Corporation

to portable units. The principle benefits afforded by blast cleaning

rooms are (1) ability to provide and use a dust control ventilation

system, (2) cost savings from recycling the abrasive, and (3) containment

of dust and debris so they do not spread over large areas and expose other

workers and machinery to injury and damage.

Blast cleaning rooms generally are found at plant locations where there

is a continual flow of similar objects for cleaning. This permits continuec

use of a one-material handling system.

Blast cleaning rooms vary in size from single compartments to rooms which

permit use of multiple blast cleaning units. Some blast cleaning shops

utilize railroad tracks and flat cars to handle pieces to be cleaned.

One such shop (in one of the nation's larger shipyards) can pressure

blast clean large prefabricated sections of ships.

Exposure to blast cleaning operations in this type unit is very similar to

that of portable machines, except an exhaust system aids visibility and

helps reduce the possibility of dust inhalation.

Personal protective equipment which should be worn by the blast operator

in a blast cleaning room is essentially the same as that worn by the

operator of a portable cleaning machine.

3.3 Hand-Operated Cabinet Type Blast Cleaning M~chines (Figure 11-7): Cabinet

type units generally are used for cleaning small parts that can be hand

held or positioned on a rotatable mandril. In such units the job and

the abrasive are confined within a metal cabinet. Direction of the abrasive

discharge is manually, semi-automatically, or automatically controlled.

When automatic machines are involved, the actual cJ.eaning period is timed

FIGURE II-7 Hand-operated Cabinet Type Blast Cleaning Machine

-18- -19 - •



Courtesy of Wheelabrator···Frye, Inc.

closely and can be shut-off automatically. Manual machines are equipped

with a vision glass. Two openings enable the operator to insert his

hands and arms into rubber gloves and sleeves which protect him from

contact with the abrasive discharge. This type of machine usually is

equipped with gasketed doors and is operated under negative internal

pressure to contain dust within the confines of the machine. Negative

pressure-sensing switches can be used with this type of unit but usually

are optional and do not have a long life expectancy due to the abrasive

atmosphere within the cabinet. Fingers of the rubber gloves likewise

have a short life span.

~he machines can be designed for either wet- or dry-blast cleaning.

Glass beads frequently are used as an abrasive medium. An average

charge weighs apprcximately 50 lbs. On wet-blast machines, the abrasive

to-water ratio usually is 25%

Free standing cabinets generally are equipped with dust exhaust systems

which help maintain i:Llternal visibility. Most small benchtop units are

not so equipped.

3.4 Automatic Blast Cleaning Machines (Figure 11-$): These units are larger

in dimension and are more heavily constructed than cabinet machines.

Most operate on the centrifugal wheel principle and employ timers and

automatic shut-off contl~ls to provide the desired amount of abrasive

exposure. A workpiece can be placed on either a rotating _table or an

endless revolving belt that tumbles the job to expose all surfaces to

the abrasive. Machines are loaded either mechanically or manually depending

on the weight of the job. On tumble blast machines, belt travel can be

reversed to automatically unload cleaned parts into tubs or skips. Rotating

FIGURE II-8 Automatic, Swing Table Blast Cleaning Machine

-20-
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table machines are used to clean very large parts. The table can be

swung in and out of the enclosed blasting chamber to facilitate loading

applied to portable machines providing that abrasive is thoroughly

mixed with water forming a slurry. Otherwise, heavy-duty compressors and

0'
I

H
H

This method can be

Such machines separate debris from usable abrasiveto confine the dust.

continuous cleaning of parts while passing through the chamber for a

is for cleanulg golf balls (300 every five minutes). Balls are poured

carefully timed cleaning cycle.

cortain the dust at the point of exit and entry. Other machines utilize

into a rotating basket within a cabinet-type negative pressure machine.

frequently added to the slurry. A typical use for the wet-blast technique

Wet-Blast Cleaning Machines (Figure 11-9):

passed through a machine for cleaning while heavy hanging rubber skirts

overhead traveling conveyors and enclosed blasting chambers to permit

and unloading. Cleaning action begins once the doors are closed

the immediate blast cleaning area.

blast cleaning operations. Lengthy sections of structural steel can be

on portable units but can result in muddy, wet, and slippery floors in

The cleaning slurry is later washed from the balls by a hot and cold

section of the machine. Wet-blast operations greatly aid in dust control

machines use the wet-blast method continually recycling the slurry.

Since rusting of metal parts becomes a problem, rust inhibitors are

water rinse after which they are airdried and conveyed to the packaging

special purpose machines designed and constructed to perform specific

hose lines are required to propel the slurry. Normally, special purpose

(which is recycled until it can no longer be used). There are numerous

3.5

-22- -2:3-



Some of the newer wate r -jet blast cleani ng machines operate at water III. POTENTIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY HAZARDS

pump, a water f ilte r , a pressure gauge , and a discharge nozzle. Water

flow rates of 4 t o 14 gpm are developed. H' I t_ 191 wa er pressure s place

considerable st r a i n on the operator. S .ome unlts ut i l ize a limited supply

of abrasive dr awn from an open supply h t ' d .opper 0 al In removal of paint

pressures up to 10,000 psi . Equipment consists of a power unit and There are many different hazardous situations and conditions created by

blast cleaning operations. As in so many other cases, however, numerous

hazards can be greatly minimized if not eliminated altogether by applying

mown operating and maintenance techniques and engineering controls,

from metal and other materials .

-24-

The following discussion is intended to highlight the most prevalent hazards

unique to the industry and some of the more serious hazards which are

relatively commonplace in most industrial operations and processes.

1. Health Hazards

The three most significant health hazards are those which relate to

dust, noise and chemical& It generally is agreed that dust is the most

serious health hazard in abrasive blasting operations.

1.1 Dust: Dusts result from broken-down abrasives, pUlverized surface

coatings and encrusted substances, and abraded material fTOm

the object being blasted,

The solid particles which comprise the dusts range in size from

less than one micron (1/25,000 inch) to more than 1000 microns.

Under normal conditions, dust particles of 10 microns or more in

diameter settle relatively quickly. Those smaller than 10 microns

remain airborne longer and are easily inhaled. Smaller dust

particles often settle in the llli~gs and sometimes small soluble

particles dissolve into the blood stream.

-25-



Toxic dusts of respirable size obviously are a significant health

hazard.

Of particular importance is silica dust (Si0 2) created when sand

is used as the abrasive material. Silica exposure may cause

silicosis} a slowly developing lung disease which often l eads t o

death years after exposure has ~eased. The significance of dangers

inherent in silica dust becomes all the more apparent when it is

re cognized that the NIOSH survey (referred to earlier) shows sand

to be far and away the most commonly used abrasive and that

exposure to silica dust in many of the industries involved is

ext~emely high (see Table III-I).

Another serious health hazard is created when toxic metals or alloys

containing toxic metals such as lead, cadmium, zinc or mercury are

cleaned. Although the NIOSH survey revealed that these meta~s a re

not generally involved, it also showed that many of the materials

cleaned are likely to be coated by paint or other substances which

could contain such metals or other toxic substances (see Table 111-2).

Inhalation of dust is not the only health hazard involved. Dust

particles a:1.so can enter the eyes} ears} nose and throat and can

cause, at the least, temporary discomfort. Depending on the nature

of the dust involved and the orifice affected, immediate or long-

term health effects can be far more serious. Dust particles also

can enter the body through any small open wound or abrasions; through

ingestion (eating dust-affected foods), and (rarely) through skin

absorption.

-26-
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Because dust also is airborne, heavy concentrations may affect those

near the work area as well as those located at even a relatively

remote distance, depending on the ventilation system or, in the case

of open-air blasting, prevailing wind conditions, humidity, etc.

TABLE III-2 The NIOSH Survey Results by Surface Blasted The N10SH survey revealed that, in fact, much of the abrasive

blasting performed is undertaken outdoors and in general work

Dust also can create a health hazard after first settlement. For

are the result of numerous interrelated factors, such as the size

and can have serious consequences.

blasting area must be a matter of serious concern, as shown in

Sound levels to which blast operators are exposed

dust collector bags. As a result, particles once again become airborne

example, unprotected workers frequently are given the task of beating

and composition of blasting area, the type of equipment (including

areas, neither of which enables easy confinement or control of dust

nozzle) involved, the angle of workpiece, and so on.

(see Table 1II-3). As such, the air breathed by those near the

Table 111-4. The situation is aggravated further by the extent

(in terms of time) of typical blasting operations (see Table· II1-5).

1.2 Noise:

Number Reported %of Total

111 44.9

46 18.6

27 10.9

23 9.3

14 5.6

12 4.8

9 3.6

4 1.6

1 0.4

247

Iron/Steel

Surface

TOTAL

Masonry (brick/stone/
concrete/etc. )

Sand Castings

Metal (not specified
or NEC)

Aluminum

Copper/Brass

Wood

Glass

Plastic

With cabinet and automatic room type blasting, the noise problem is

or can be made relatively minor with proper engineering controls,

(see Table 111-6). In almost all cases, however, abrasive blasting

Source: "Abrasive Blasting Respiratory Protection Practices"
HEW Publication No. (NIOSH) 74-104

hand-operat ed nozzles (See Table 1II-7) present a serious noisR llr(1)lpffi

because the nozzle generally is near the operator's ear. Noise

created can have serious impact on workers and others nearby and

may lead to hearing loss. Breathing-air noise within protective

-28- •-29-
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TABLE 111-4 ; Summary of Dust Exposures for Different Operations Surveyed

ABRASIVE BLASTING IFEDERAL EXPOSURE - - RECORDED DUST CONCENTRATIONS
1NSTALLATION* LIMITATIONS FOR DUST

(OSHA, CFR TITLE 29)

3TLV.mg/M

ABRASIVE RESP. TOTAL
-- --

1. PORTABLE UNITS
P-l and 0.1-0.2 0.3-0.
P-2 lack Beauty 5 15
P-3 Sand 0.1-0.2 0.3-0.
P-4 Black Beauty 5 15
P-5 Sand 0.1-D.2 0.3-0.
P-6 Sand 0.1-0.2 0.3-0.
P-7 Sand 0.1-0.2 0.3-D.
P-8 Sand/Water 0.1-0.2 0.3-0.
P-9 Sand 0.1-0.2 0.3-0.
P-lO Black Beauty 5 15

2. BLAST CLEANIN
ROOMS

I R-l Black Beauty 5 15w
f-l R-2 Steel Shot 5 15
I

R-3 Steel Shot 5 15
R-4 Steel Shot 5 15
R-5 Steel Shot 5 15
R-6 Steel Shot 5 15
R-7 Steel Shot 5 15

3. CABINET MACHIN S
C-l Sand 10.1-0.210.3-0.

4. AUTOMATIC
MACHINES

A-I Steel Shot 5 15
A-2 Steel Shot 5 15
A-3 Steel Shot 5 15
A-4 Steel Shot 5 i 15

* Each installation list e d represent s a different operat ion.
Source: "Industrial Health and Safety Criteria for Abrasive Blast Cleani ng fl

HEW Pub l i cation No. (NIOSH) 75-122
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TABLE III-7 Sound Levels Near Hand-Operated Nozzles
helmets (see Table 111-8) also creates a significant problem.

Permissible noise exposures as defined in current OSHA standards
Installation* Measurement

Distance From
Blasting Range

dbA
Blasting Ave.

dbA
OSHA

Allowable
Hours/ Day

are shown in Table 111-9.

1. J Chemical: Althoug~ not a di rect element of the abrasive

R-4( 3)

P-5( 2)

P-9( 2 )

P-4(l )

p-4(2 )

P-4( 3)

P-4(4 )

R-5( 2 )

P-2(2 )

P-2(3)

Outside
3'-- Blasting

Room Walls

Blaster
6'-- Nozzle

Blaster
35'-- Nozzle

Blaster
70'-- Nozzle

Blaster
70'-- Nozzle

Blaster
35'-- Nozzle

Blaster
40'-- Nozzle

Blaster
3'-- Nozzle

Blaster
8'-- Nozzle

Blaster
46'-- Nozzle

96/110

92

87

92/96

99

90/91

90/104

102/105

94/98

102

94

92

97

94

99

90

97

103

96

1-1/2

6

8

3

2.

blasting process, the blast operator may be called upon to clean

a surface -- particularly an oily surface -- with a chemical such

as trichlorethylene. Improper use or storage of this and similar

chemicals can lead to serious health hazards through inhalation

of vapors or ingestion or skin absorption of the liquid.

Safety Hazards

Safety hazards include those associated with the abrasive blasting

equipment itself, vision impairment, slipping, flying abrasive, fire,

explosion, and static electricity.

2.1 Specific Machine Hazards: Because of the significant differences

between the various machine types, it is worthwhile to consider

the safety hazards of specific types.

2.1.1 Hand-Operated Portable and Room-Type Blast Cleaning MaChine

Hazards: Operators of hand-held equipment work in the open

when cleaning surfaces of high buildings, swimming pools,

hulls and other surfaces of ships, high steel structures,

* Each Installation below represents a different operation. Measurements
were taken at different positions from the source.

Source: "Industrial Health and Safety Criteria for Abrasive Blast Cleaning
Operations", HEW Publication No. (NIOSH) 75-122

-34-
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and so on. Equipment used for these and similar tasks

comprise a flexible hose and abrasive discharge nozzle,

similar to that used in the confines of an enclosed blast

cleaning room. Mechanical, electrical, and personal

-35-
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TABLE III-8 : Noise Exposure Summary

Process/BusinessfEquipment
Total
Number

Ave. Exposure
Time (hrs / day )

Ave. Sound
Pressure Level

( dbA)

Maximum Sound
Pressure Level

( dbA)

Air-Fed Helmets 56 5.3 100.5 126

Non Air-Fe d Hoods 15 5.3 106.1 126

Monument Shops 13 4.8 101. 3 112

Shipyards 16 6.0 104.8 126

Painting/Sandblasting
Contractors 32 5.6 105.4 118

t Primary Metals Industriesw
0'
I

Air1ess Process 14 3.5 95.5 114

Dry Process 22 4.2 99.1 112

Source: rlAbrasive Blasting Respiratory Protective Practices",
HEW Publication No. (NIOSH) 74-104
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protection equipment aspects are detailed below. As

can be seen, hand-operated dry-blast equipment involves

the most hazards. At the same time, as shown in the

NIOSH survey, it is generally the most commonly used

blast equipment (see Table 111-10).

TABLE III-IO The NIOSH Survey Results by Blasting Process

2.1.1.1 Mechanical: Typical mechanical hazards associated

with the use of hand-operated portable and room-

type blast cleanL~g machines include:

a. Deadman Control: Failure to provide a unit with

a deadman or abrasive shut-off control can result

in a high-pressure abrasive flow continuing if the

nozzle is dropped. A deadman control is a spring-

loaded, fail-safe device which, when depressed

by the operator, causes the abrasive to flow.

When pressure is released, the abrasive flow stops

automatically. In this way, should the operator

accident ally drop the blast gun, the deadman control

automatically deactivates abrasive flow thereby

preventing the worker and anyone in range from

being sprayed by the abrasive.

b. Hoselines: Hoses are subject to internal de-

terioration from abrasive action. Hoses which

are not inspected on a regular basis are subject

Process

Dry Blast

Centrifugal

Wet Blast

Vacuum

Total

Number Reported

148

30

11

3

192

%of Total

77.0

15.6

5.7

1.5

to leaks and rupture which could have serious

consequences.

-38-

Source: "Abrasive Blasting Res-piratory Protective Practices,"
HEW Publication No. (NIOSH) 74-104.
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PoP-Up Valves: Some pressure vessels use

pressurizing pop-up valves made of all rubber

construction. These are subject to rapid

deterioration and result ing malfunction. Such

valves shou~d not be used. Rubber covered

valves and Lank top seals are not inspected as

frequently or regularly as they should be. In

lines, joints, bends, valves, connectors and

nozzles also are sUbject to interior deterioration

from abrasive action. These, too, are not

inspected with sufficient regularity to

identify preventive/corrective actions t o

protect workers and others from the hazards

re suIt ing from leakage.

Pressure Vessels : Pressure vessels (or

pressure pots) are subject to interior deter

ioration. They seldom are inspected for

repair or replacement which may be needed.

Despite the obvious ha~ards involved, operators

still use pressure vessels which lack a

removable hand-hole plate which permits internal

examination. OSHA regulations require that

"Pressure vessels shall be built in accordance

with the code for Unfired Pressure Vessels,

Section VIII of the AS~m Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code 1968."

h. Blast Cleani nG Holes/Nois~: Blast cleaning r ooms

frequently develop holes, abraded metal enclosure

surfaces, and defective door seals which can

Blast Cleaning Room Surfaces: When interior floors,

ledges and shelf surfaces of blast cleaning rooms

are not cleaned of waste abrasive and debris on

a regular daily basis, both safety and health

hazards can result, especially from interaction

of different types of dusts. Persons who perform

cleaning, even on an irregular basis, and do not

wear suitable respiratory protection for the

tasks inVOlved, are subject to health hazards.

Failure to inspect for deterioration or distortion

of floor surfaces will increase the likelihood of

a serious slipping/ tripping hazard.

Fill Head: Pressure vessels without an upper

fill head of concave design or which otherwise

are poorly designed te~d to interfere with

entry of the abrasive, induce spilling, and gener

ally cause strains and sprains when the pot is

being filled manually.

some cases rubber seals are used in conjunction

with valves which do not have an internal metal

core having a diameter larger than that of the tank

top opening creating potential for malfunction.

f.

g.

Metal pipe-Metal Pip2Ihles, . Joint s,etc .:c.

d.

e.

-40- -41-



inadequacy, poor circuit desigci , improper placement

or positioning of devices, lack of proper identifi

cation, improper grounding, l ack of accurate

Dlstructional materials, improper or infrequent

testing and checking, ~~d lack of sufficient

guardi~g or shieldL~g.

a. Roseline GroQ!dL~g: 1illin abrasive supply

hoselines in some cases do not have an

efficient means for discharge of static

charges from the blastL!g nozzle. Even when

suitable grounding is provided -- as through

a separate grounding cable or preferably

through use of a hose line which has a grounding

system built L! -- ground continuity tests

to ensure contLiued operation and adequacy

of these protective devices are not conducted

adequately fu!d/or with enough regularity and

frequency.

b. LightL~g: Proper lighting essential for safety

in blast clefu!ing operations often is not

available due to missing lamps (light bulbs) or

glass shades or plates which have become etched

and so reduce lighting levels to less than

20 foot candles over all parts of the chamber.

c. Motors: Electric motors used sometimes are

not of dust-proof design and/or are not confined

-44-

2.1.1.3

in dust-tight enclosures which meet provisions

of NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers

Association) Specification 12. Motor breakdown

feasibly can create a serious safety hazard.

Personal Protective Equipment: Use of appropriate

personal protective equipment which has been

maintained properly is essential for safety with

use of portable hand-operated or ~oom-type blast

cleaning machines. In many cases improper

equipment is used and, in some cases, no protective

equipment of any type is utilized. Use of improperly

designed or maintained equipment can not only

increase exposure to blast operating hazards, but

also can create new hazards not associated with

blast cleaning itself, for example, use of con

taminated air lines for protective helmets.

a. Helmets: Operators at times will not wear an

air-supplied breathing helmet. Failure to

do so can lead to numerous hazards from

inhalation of dusts, abrasion from ricocheting

abrasives, ~~d so on. Operators also will at

times use a protective helmet which has been

previously worn by someone else and which has

not been properly disinfected, or will store

-45-



a. Dust Collecting Systems: Some cabinet machines,

especially small bench-top units, lack ful

adequate exbaust ventilation system required to

reduce dust hazard. Others use a gravity

settling system which creates hazards by

restricting vision and/or by becoming over

pre$surized causing abrasive to leak.

Systems often are not inspected for blockages

on at least an hourly operational basis;

collection bags frequently are not inspected

often enough, and defective bags sometimes are

not discarded as they should be. Lack of

adequate dust control can result in numerous

hazards.

b. Foot Controls: Some foot controls do not have

a stirrup~type guard. In such cases, the chances

of inadvertent activation of the machine and

intendant hazards are increased SUbstantially.

c. Observation Ports: Observation ports of some

hand-operated cabinet machines use other tha...n

safety glass and so could result in serious

accident if broken by richocheting abrasives.

d. Exhaust Fans: Exhaust fans of cabinet

machines often are not acousticalJy engb-

eered. Resulting noise levels are above

-48-

the maximum accepted decibel levels.

e. Open-Front Cabinet Machines: Despite the fact

that open-front cabinet machines have been

found to be extremely hazardous some still

are used -- partioularly in the suede

preparation a...n.d cleaning industry.

These machines, even if well ventilated, will

permit escape of dust and abrasive blast

materials.

f. Other Hazards: Other hazards associated with

hand-operated cabinet machines are the same

as those for hand-operated portable and room

type blast clea...~ing machines. These hazards

include those resulting from: defective door

seals; deterioration of cabinet surfaces;

improperly grounded or ungrounded hoselines,

and insufficient lighting.

2.1.2.2 Electrical: Electrical hazards associated with

the use of hand operated cabinet machines include:

a. Failsafe Control Protection: In many cases

hand-operated cabinet machines were not designed

with or have not been retrofitted with,,

failsafe control protection such as a negative

pressure control switch (preventing machine

operation unless a negative pressure exists

within the cabinet) and an electrical interlock

-49-



2.1.3

control, preventL~g operation unless main access

door is in the closed position.

b. Dustproof Operating ~ontrol s: Proper oper~tion

of equipment can be jeopardized through

collection of dust in electrical control

circuitry. Nonetheless, operating controls

often are not of dustproof design (NEMA Specificati~

12); cont r ol boxes are not kept closed, and control

service may not be provided by a competent

electric :i. a'l.

2.1.2.3 Personal Protective Equipment: Failure to use proper

personal protective equipment as described in Section

1.1.8 during operation and cleaning of hand-operated

cabinet machines can lead to serious health and

safety hazards. Although operators may be aware

of the hazards involved, many still do not wear

complete eye protective equipment, safety boots or

toe guards, and an adequate dust respirator.

Automatic Machines: Workpiece is inserted either manually

or mechanically 3..L"1d conveyed into an automat i c mac~ine which

then ~umbl~s or r otates i t or pas se s it t hrough t he path of an

abrasive discharge which cleans the part during a timed

cleaning period. Most automatic machines are custom de s igned.

Items cleaned vary through a range of plastic and synthetic

materials to large casting and structural steel beams.

-50-·

2.1.3.1 Mechanical: Typical mechanical hazards associated

with the use of automatic machines include:

a. Internal Surfaces: Internal surfaces of auto

matic machines seldom are inspected as thoroughly

or as freQuently as manufacturers recommend.

Accordingly, numerous different inadeQuacies are

created which result in hazards or potential

hazards. Typical inadeQuacies include badly

abraded circulating pipes; abraded case hardened

wear plates and retaining mats; worn, distorted,

or otherwise deteriorated floor plates or gratings

(Which create trip/slip/fall hazards); damaged

steel-to-steel, steel-to-rubber, or rubber-to

rubber door seals, and abraded casings or other

enclosures which can result in escape of abra-

siyes and dusts.

b. Noise: Exceptionally noisy conditions often

are created by dust exhaust fans and shaker-type

waste separation systems. Such systems seldom

are repaired or re-engineered as required to

reduce noise exposures below safe minimums.

c. Waste Material Discharge Containers: Open bins

~~d other containers often are used to collect

discharge of waste materials from magnetic and

-51-



other type separators. Lack of covers for

these bins results in dust clouds and attendant

hazards.

screens, filters and other collection system

components in less than peak condition, and

improperly closed or enclosed dust collection

bins.

2.1.3.2 Electrical: Typical electrical hazards associated

with automatic machines include:

2.1.3.3 Personal Protective Equipment: Operators of auto

matic equipment often fail to use the personal pro

tective equipment required to avoid hazards of

operation. Typical equipment not used or used

but not maintai ned and/or st ored properly includes

complete eye protective equipment, safety

g. Machine Drives: Improperly guarded or unguarded machine

drives can create serious hazards as already dis

cussed. Those associated particularly with auto-

matic machines include door-closing belt drives,

exhaust fan belt drives, shake conveyor and dust

collector vibratory drives.

d. Removable Floor Plates: Removable floor plates

which provide access to below-grade shaker-type

separators sometimes are not kept in position

during blast operations and so create a serious

tripping hazard. Openings created for performance

of maintenance work often are not barricaded to

prevent accidental falls.

e. Steel Cables: Steel cables used to facilitate

opening and closing of doors of automatic

machines often are not inspected well or

with enough regular frequency (monthly is

suggested) to permit discovery of hazardous

conditions. Typical hazardous conditions include

internal corrosion (exhibited through excessive

dryness and an exterior brick dust effect), six

or more wire breaks wi thin a lay (one complete

wrap), or flattening or abrasion of one or

more strands of cable.

f. Dust Collection Systems: Improper inspection/

maintenance of dust collection systems can lead

to hazards associated with dirty duct and ventilati~

screens; below-specified air flow rates; bags,

a. Electrical Interlocks: Some machines are not

equipped with properly operating interlocks

which prevent machine operation unless all doors

are securely closed. Interlocks or other devices

to prevent operation in the event of tumble or

rotating table drive belt breakage often are not

provided.

-52-
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General Safety Hazards: Several general safety hazards are found where

abrasive blast cleaning operations are conducted. These include:

boots or toe guards, clean coveralls, and appropriate

dust respirators. A respirator seldom is worn by

workers servicing any phase of the dust collecting

system which can lead to dust inhalation.

2.2.2 Slipping Hazard: Settlement of some dust s on floors in work and

other areas may lead to a serious slipping hazard, especially so

because slippery qualities of the dust may not be readily

perceived.

2.2.3 Flying Abrasive Hazards: Ricocheting of abrasives from the

work surface obviously can be a serious hazard, especially

when larger-diameter abrasives such as steel shot are involved.

While the worker himself should be protected by proper clothing

and equipment, other vnprotected employees or passers-by might

be injured.

2.2.4 Fire Hazards: Accumulations of dust can at times lead to fire

hazards. As an example, oxidized iron dust (rust) if mixed

with fine aluminum dust from another process (such as metal

Explosion Hazard: In certain cases, especially when organic

abrasives are being used in a closed area, dust clouds can lead

to an explosion hazard. The source of ignition might be nothing

more than a spark created by a shoe-nail scraping against a

metal surface.

spraying) can result in a "thermit" mixture. Tests have shown

that such a mixture can ignite when exposed to certain ignition

sources, such as an electric short from a poorly insulated

cable or a globule of hot iron. Failure to clean up excess

oil and grease collected on the work surface prior to blast ing

al so can lead to a fire hazard. In two instances at least,

oil and grease having settled in the dust collector led to

serious fires. Fraying electrical cords, improper storage of

flammables, collection of grease and oil on work clothing, etc.,

and other industrial problems also can lead to fire hazards.

Static Electricity Hazard: Application of dry or damp abrasive

propelled by air, especially when the hose is improperly grounded,

can result in static electricity accumulating on the blast

operator's body. Static electric shocks can cause serious health

problems for some individuals. Startle reaction to a shock by

any worker could result in ~n accident. In certain circumstances,

a small spark created by static electricity could be enough to

ignite hig~ly flammable materials or chemicals or to cause an

explosion in certain dust environments.

2.2.6

2.2.5

Vision Impairment: When air flow around the operator and work

area is not sufficient, a dense dust cloud often develops.

This creates vision impairment which may contribute to a serious

accident. Etching of glass shades by abrasive contact also

can cause vision impairment and associated accident potential.

2.2.1

2.2

-54-
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a comprehensive effort to detect and evaluate the hazards which are inherent

An effective occupational safety and health program involves, among other things,

· IV, DETECTION AND EVALUATION OF ABRASIVE BLASTING HAZARDS
II At present, it is relatively easy to learn more about the hazardous material

contained in commercial preparations, especially those solvents used in

metal cleaning, by SUbmitting to manufacturers and/or suppliers a II t/Taterial

in the job itself and in particular to "Lhe specific task, work stat ion, or other

element of the job involved.

There are three basic ways of detecting and evaluating hazards; (1) through

observance of warning labels and signs; (2) by use of the five senses, and

(3) by use of special measuring devices.

1. Warning Labels and Signs

One of the most effective ways of helping to ensure safety· when working

with various materials is to post signs or utilize labels which clearly

identify hazards involved.

In some cases it is pifficult to ascertain from labels the ingredients of

various products or ~aterials which may be hazardous. NIOSH and OSHA have

inaugurated a "Standards Completion Program, II expected to be finalized by

1977. The purpose of the program is to convert the simple threshold

standards now listed in OSHA regulations CFR 1910.1000 i~to completely

documented and thoroughly outlined instructions regarding the health and

safety hazards of materials. Each "standard completion 'l for each contaminan",

will include a section on hazardous material labelling a~d requirements for

P06ting. Abrasive blasting management should become familiar with special

information regarding warning labels for contaminants found in their

workplaces. Copies of the new materials will be available at area OSHA

offices.

-56-

Safety Data Sheet" such as shown in Figure rV-l and available from OSHA

offices. While most manufacturers are not legally required to complete these

forms for customers who submit them, most do. Some also maintain a 24-hour

information service to provide information on emergency actions which can

be taken in the event of an overexposure. It should be noted that abrasive

blasting employers engaged in ship building, ship repairing and ship breaking

are legally required to have on hand information on the hazardous material

contained in commercial preparations.

2. Perceptible Hazards Detection

Perceptible hazards are those which can be detected by the five senses.

While an inspector should obviously look for perceptible hazards, it is most

important to realize that many safety and health hazards can be detected only

through use of instrumentation, In other words an inspector cannot do a

thorough job by use of his five senses alone.

It is recommended that every abrasive blasting employer examine workplaces

for hazards on a regular basis, preferably once a month. Comprehensive

inspection check lists are available from the National Safety Council, local

safety councils, trade associations, and workers' compensation insurers.

While these check lists are comprehensive, they cannot possibly cover alI

eventualities which relate to a given employer or work situation.

Accordingly. the inspector should rely upon them but realize "t.hat common

sense and imagination also are valuable tools. In making the inspection, the
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2.1 Safety Hazards: Safety hazards often occur when shortcut s or new

equipmel1t and processes are being used.

inspector's attitude must be that, if something possible ~ happen, it

vrill happen. In fact, many experienced safety personnel ci t e cases where

a long-standing hazard was fOQ~d, ~ot cor~ected, and then caused serious

i n jury shortly thereaft er.

Health Hazards: Sense detection of health hazards is unfortunately

more difficult than sense detection of hazards that may cause

immediate physical injury.

2.2

2.1.1

2.1.2

Shortcuts: Shortcuts refer to work practices which have

been changed to produce gr eat er convenience or time savings.

In many cases they lead to injury and death. Typical

shortcuts which create hazards include leaving guards off,

bypassing l imit switches, and \rlring down deadman controls.

New Equipment and Processes: New equipment and processes

should be examined closely from a IIdevil's advocate II

point of view. It cannot be assumed that the m~~ufacturer

anticipated all or even any of the safety problems that may

be created by its installed equipment. Accordingly, each

new piece of machinery should be inspected carefully before

use. All hazards should be corrected.

in the workplace. If a material has a strong odor p~~gent,

alcbJlolic, garlic-like, pleas~~t or fruity, putrid or nauseating

the concentration i~ an employee's breathing zone should be invest

igated immediately. It must be recognized, of course, that some

deadly materials are odorless.

Skin, eye or respiratory irritation also provide immediate indication

that concentrations of a material probably are above Threshold

Limit Values (TLVs) and require control. Likewise, employee

complaints of irritation, cramps, loss of appetite, headache,

nausea, choking sensations, and so on, may signal possible health

hazards from materials used or derived from processes.

Thorough evaluation of health hazards often requires the services

of a qualified industrial hygienist. Some larger operations have

industrial hygienists on staff. Others may obtain services from a

private industrial hygienist on a consulting basis. Other resources

for employers, regardless of size, include state, some local

health departments, insur&~ce carriers, and NIOSH. Requests

for NIOSH Health Hazards Evaluations should be directed to any of

the ten regional NIOSH offices or the NIOSH Division of Surveillance,

Hazard Evaluations and Field Studies, Post Office Building, Room

508, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.

Typically, an inspector will derive clues from his own reaction to

a physical agent (noise, heat, or vibration) or a chemical contaminant
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NIOSH, State and local health agencies, will only e~aluate

the environment to determine the presence of contaminants. They will

not recommend specific control measures.
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3· Detection through Instrumental Methods

Employers may prefer to seek industrial hygiene instrumental evaluations

of their workplaces from private sources mentioned above, or may elect . .
ro ro
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the nose and mouth) of the exposed employee. The filter holder -

usually pinned to the worker's shoulder -- is connect ed by t ubing

to a sampling P"LlIIlP which typically i s moun ~ ed L1 a comfortab ~."e

position on the employee's belt . The pUEp is run t hroughout t he

working shift at a fixed rate. At t~e end of the shift t he filt er

is weighed t o determine tare weight of the dust collected. The

wei ght of t he dust is correlated with the amount of air pulled

through the filter during the sampling period to determine concentratior.

of dust in the breathing zone air . These concentrat ions are usually

reported in milligrams per cubic meter (mg/mJ ).

For t e s t ing to be accurate, it is essent ial that the filter is

weiGhed on a good chemical balance by an experienced technician.

Pre-weighed filter cassettes may be purchased. After dust :2ollection,

the filter company will re-weigh and report dust tare weight.

It is essent i al that al~ employees using hand held blast nozzles

f or abrasive cleaning in the open air or in blast cleaning rooms

be p:r-otected by clean-air-respirated, non-leaki.ng helmets.

Periodi c samples should be collected under t he helmet to determine

that the system is working properly.

If open air, hand-held blasting is done, employees in the vic inity

may be required to wear simple dust respirators approved by NIOSH

for silica exposures. Persons regularly employed near open air

ab rasive blast ing must be sampled f or excessive dust exposure,
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particularly if sand blasting is done. The workman who fills the

pot may be particularly vulnerable. Unless it can be shown by

sampling that this employee's dust exposure is negligible, respirator

wear should be required.

Similarly, employees in work areas in the vincinity of inside blast

cleaning rooms and bench enclosures should be monitored periodicall y

for airborne dust concentrations. Defective exhaust systems or leaky

enclosure seals may permit sufficient dust to escape, exposing nearby

employees to hazardous dust levels. This determination may only

be made by regular sampling by the filter and pump method described

above.

Those responsible for taking samples should consider these points:

a. Dust sampling may involve collection of either breathing

zone or area (fixed position) samples. Breathing zone

samples are obviously the best representation of the

contaminant intake by the employee and should therefore be

given preference in the sampling plan. Collection system

intakes, usually a filter holder or filter holder cyclone

combination, should be as close to the employee's nose as

possible without creating a nuisance. Typically one foot or

less is considered good breathing zone distance and most

frequently involves pinning the filter holder near the

employee's shoulder.

b. If fixed-position samples are taken, employee exposure is

determined by time-weighting exposure to various concentrations.
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c.

d .

e.

J
For example , i f an employe e i s exposed to 2mg/m of dust for

two hours, lmg/m3 for four hours, and Omg/m 3 for two hours, the

weighted ave r age eight - hour exposure is Img/m] . The l atter

figure is the one which is consider ed t o r epresent t he

employees exposur e and is the exposur e used to det ermine

compliance with OSHA st~~dard .

Modern sampling inst r umentat i on , although exce llent , is

subj ect to error . For example, sampl i ng r ates indicat ed on

a personnel pump r otamete r are not nece ssari l y accurat e.

As a r esult , arrangements should be made to che ck t heir

calibrat i on against a se condar y standard such as wet or

dr y t e s t meter . "Bubble" cal i brator s ar e now commercial ly

available and may be used out side the labor ator y . In strument

calibr ating should always be che cked with f i l te r and/or

cyclone resistance in l ine to simulate a ct ual s ampling

con dit ions .

Proce ss emi s sions , mate rial s being handled, and ',','ork t echn ique s

all are SUbject to f r equent change . Ac cordingly, i t is bes t

to measur e exposure at any given operat i on at least seve ra l

time s to obtain an average . In most cases three e i ght -hour

s amples are a minimum . If they show wide va r i ances ,

however , additiona l sampling is recommended .

The s ampling proce s s re qui r es continual monit ori n g. In the

f.

adj usted as dust builds on the filter. Pumps also should

be inspected to ensure that they are operating properly.

Recognize, too, that some employees may sabotage a test

by deliberately introducing contaminating materials at

t he sampling inlet. For these reasons, several sampling

devices may be installed on employees in a given area or

area sampling devices at closely contiguous areas. In all

cases at least one field technician should constantly attend

to these devices.

It must be remembered that determination of employee exposure

to contaminants is a partnership between the field technician

and the laboratory analyst. Careful field sampling technique

is to no avail if laboratory work is careless. Even in

the area of dust sampling, filters must be weighed carefully

before use and after use totletemine the accurate tare

weight of the dust collected. Similarly, the best laboratory

technique is to no avail if field sampling technique is

sloppy.

Routine maintenance (cleaning, reca1.ibration, etc.) is

required if sampling instruments are to remain in good

condition. Manufacturers' materials generally include

information on proper maintenance practices. These should be

followed closely.

case of sampling pumps, f or example , flow rates must be
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3.2 IJoise Exposures: Employee exposure to noise is measured on the

"A-weighted" scale of a sound level meter set on "slow response."

Instantaneous or time-weighted exposure are reported in "dbA" --
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lldecibels on the A scale,1I a setting which closely approximates

response of the human ear. Current OSHA regulations require that

employee maximum 8 hour noise exposure shall not exceed 90 dbA.

Higher exposure is permitted for shorter work periods. No exposure

is permitted above 115 dbA. Time weighting of exposures to
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lOSHA standard, blast operators without noise protect ion using hand

Results of these findings indicate that employers should suspect

operated nozzles generally would be permitted less than two hours of

combining different dbA level exposure during the work day is given

different noise levels may not be done in the same manner usee for

automatic blasting rooms were found to be exposed to levels higher

than 90 dbA.

Noise level testing undertaken for OSHA purposes requires use of 8

other contaminants because decibles are l ogrithmic. A formula for

excessive noise exposure and, accordingly, should institut e a program

in OSHA regulat ions. ,

of noise level testing.

The NIOSH survey mentioned earlier has i ndi cated that abrasive

blasting is an inherently noisy operation. Under the current

noise exposure per day. Even employees outside cabinets or

sound level meter. This sound measuring instrument consists

basically of a microphone, amplifier-attenuator circuit, and an

indicating meter (see Figure IV-3). The microphone transforms

acoustic pressure variations in the air into electrical signals with
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the same frequency and amplitude characteristics. The signals then

are fed into the amplifier-attenuator circuit. The circuit presents

the signals to the indicating meter with a read-out indicating

sound pressure level referenced to 0.0002 microbars or 20 micro

newtons per square meter.

A relatively new development in the field of OSHA noise level

testing involves use of a noise dosimeter. Produced by various

manufacturers, this device is carried by an employee in a shirt

pocket or on a belt and integrates total daily noise exposure

The readout indicates conformance or nonconformance with OSHA

standards.

Before any sound surveys are conducted, the person who uses the

instrument should become thoroughly familiar with the manufacturer's

operating instructions. In particular, the following precautions

should be observed:

c.

d.

e.

Meter settings should be checked. Weighting network switch

and meter response should be set to indicate the dbA sound

pressure level at slow response.

Follow manufacturerTs instructions regarding positioning of

the microphone. In some cases the microphone should be

pointed directly at the source. In other cases it should be

perpendicular to it. Care should be taken to insure that

neither the worker nor the person conducting the survey

shields the microphone.

When measuring, be certain that the range or attenuation switch

is set above the level of the sound being measured. This

will prevent damage by electrical overload. A good position

to start is at 120 dbA. Then adjust the range switch or

attenuation switch until the meter indicates a deflection

within the positive side of the scale.

a.

b.

Each meter should be calibrated using its companion

calibrator, not one for some other meter. Calibration

should be made at least before and after each dayT s

measurements. If measurements are made over a full day,

an additional calibration should be made half-way through

the calibration period.

Sound level meter batteries should be checked before,

during and after each day's measurements. Batteries must

be in good condition for the measurements to be of value.
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f.

g.

It must be remembered that the level of sound being measured

is determined by the sum of the level indicated by the range

or attenuation switch plus the meter reading.

Sound level meters are precise and delicate electronic

instruments and must be treated as such. If the meter or

calibrator is dropped, for example, it must be inspected

closely for droDage and recalibrated before further lise. The me t er

should be protected from dust and moisture, as by using electrical ~,r

masking tape over seams or by placing it in a tight l y-sealed

plastic bag. Microphone covers should be used between measurements.
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There are numerous ways in which safety and health hazards of abrasive blasting

operations can be minimized if not eliminated altogether. While some of these

methods, such as machine safeguarding , can be implemented despite worker

actions, most control procedures require employees to recognize and understand

the Il r ight wayll of doing things, and to be motivated to act in their own best

interests. For this reason, many of the recommendations offered in this

section must be seen as an element of an overall safety program discussed at

length in the following section.

h .

Als o , a noise level meter should not be ~ept ll~ a locked car during

summe r months because high temperat ures can damage microphone

and batteries.

Several measurements should be made i n t he immediate area of

the worke r to i nsure the sound pressure level is re l at ively

un i form and to make certain the dbA levels recorded are

representative for each period of the \'mrker's exposure.

v. CONTROL OF ABRASIVE BLASTING HAZARDS

1. Control of Health Hazards

The various measures which can be taken to control the different health

hazards are as follows:

1.1 Dust Control: There are a variety of different means by which dust

hazards can be effectively controlled. It should be noted that

control of dust or its effects for health purposes also results in

elimination of certain safety hazards. For example, if dust does

not gather on a floor, the chance of slipping on the dust is

eliminated. Likewise, if dust is exhausted properly from an enclosure,

the vision impairment it otherwise would create is eliminated.
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1.1.1 Choice of Abrasive: One of the most serious health hazards

associated with abrasive blasting results from inhalation of

silica dust. The simplest way of controlling this hazard

is substitution of another abrasive. In fa ct the dangers

inherent in use of silica sand are so seveTe that
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the nozzle can be operated at reduced pressures.

1.1.2

Great Brit ain has banned i "vS use as an abrasive

blast ing ager.~ since 1948.

Among some of the newer alternatives to silica sand are

wet bot t om boiler slag (IIB";'ack Beautyll type) and copper

slag, bott of which generally contain less than 1%of

free silica. These materials are less fragile than silica

sand and, as a result, do not fracture on impact . This

results in less dust and greater recycling pot en-'v ia1.

Be cause t hese abrasives also cut faster, either the

operat or can stand farther away from the work surface or

Either

occurence e~~ances safety. On the negative side, it must

be recognized t hat these abrasives will tend to give the

blasted object an appearance different from what would have

been obtained with silica sand. Also, some employees are

reluctant to use the new abrasive due to its black

coloration. Some employees feel it is necessary to shower

after working with it, whereas white sand generally is

considered II clean. II

Choice of Application: In some cases alternate types of

blasting equipment can be used to help lower the hazards

associated with use of sand as an abrasive.

In general, wet blasting methods produce less dust.

Nonetheless, it must be recognized that the dust-laden mist
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1.1. 3

produced also is dangerous because it contains free silica

which must be removed from the workers breathing environment.

Vapor-blasting produces only 25% of the dust created by

dry blasting techniques. For work out-of-doors, as in

a shipyard, a rust inhibiting liquid may be introduced

at the nozzle as a dampening medium. This liquid helps

prevent rust on the cleaned surface for up to 48 hours and

so, in many cases, can be justified on the cost basis.

Centrifugal equipment results in less dust dispersion

because compressed air is not used to propel the abrasive.

Because centrifugal equipment is stationary, it is most

adaptable.

Control by Isolation: Although it is not feasible to

completely enclose and exhaust some abrasive blasting

operations, such as those undertaken in shipyards, it is

possible to isolate many operations to a beneficial degree.

Isolation can be implemented by having the blasting operations

take place in areas removed as far as possible from other

employees or by having the operation take place during an

"off shift" when few other employees are working.

In most cases, those employees ot her than the operator

working near the operation should also wear suitable

fresh air-supplied respirators. The dust cloud created

by blasting will give a fairly good indication of the location

of most seriously contaminated air.
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1.1.4 Control of Enclosure: If the materials t o be blast ed are not

too large, t he ent ire ope r at i on may be enclosed with t he

operator outside the encl osure. Typical enclosures used

for this purpose L~clude centrifugal hnits, abrasive

blasting barrels, hand blast cabinets, 21d rotary t abl e

cabinets. If the enclosure used has an 8ffe ct i ve vent ilat i on

system, the dus t ha zard is significantl y minimized .

If the size of Ghe materials requires that the operator walk

around it, so the operation cannot be isolated, a room such
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require that air be exhausted rapidl y enough to mainta i n

systems should comply with the American Nat ional St andard

Fundamentals Governing the Des i gn and Operation of Local

Exhaust System, 29.2-1960 and ANSI 233.1-1961. When

applied to an abrasive blasting enclosure, these standards

a slight negative pressure. As a result , outside air

installation, inspection ~nd maintenance of exhaust

as that shown in Figure V-l must be built. If doors are too

preferably being covered by dust-tight cover globes made of

be provided. Good lighting must be provided with lamps

hard glass.

large for an operator to open easil y, a man-door also must

1.1.4.1 Ventilation and Exhaust of Enclosures: The construction,

is drawn in through any openings rather t~a~ having inside,

contaminated air leak out. In addition, sufficient fresh

air mus-~ be circulated so that dust is reduced to enable FIGURE V- l Sand Bl ast Room

good visibility for the operator (except in cases of
Source: Connecticut State Department of Health

automatic operations where inspection is made after blast ing
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Figure V-l illustrates an acceptable installation

for an abrasive blasting room. Air inlets and exhaust

are arranged in such a way that contaminated air is

moved away from the operator's breathing zone. Down

draft should average approximately 80 FPM (feet per minute )

over the en-t ire floor area. Air can be exhausted from

such a room either downward or on two sides at the floor

line. Also acceptable, but less desirable, is an arrangemen:

which results in cross ventilation with an average 100 FPM

velocity over the vertical cross section of the room.

It is recommended that inward velocity at all openings

be 500 FPM for cabinet maChines, 200-250 FPM for a

rotary table, and JOO FPH for an abrasive blasting room.

All openings should be baffled to prevent the abrasive

from being propelled through the openings.

Air velocity at enclosure exhaust outlet should not be

so high (usually no more than 500 FPM) that it carries

off good abrasive materials, nor S$ low that it prevents

prompt clearance of dust-laden air after the blasting

operation is completed.

a. Exhaust Air Ductwork: All exhaust ductwork should

be well designed and subject to frequent, close

inspection for blockage or leaks. In order to

prevent dust build-up, which can lead to blockage,

the following recommendations should be adhered to:

1. Air flow through ducts should be maintained

at 3,000 to 4,000 FPM.

2. Ducts should be well support ed t o prevent sags

where dust can build up .

3. All laps in the ductwork should be i n t he

direct ion of airflow.

4. Airtight clean-out openings should be

provided adjacent to every bend an d ve r tical

riser and at approximat ely 20- foot int ervals

on a straight run.

5. All bends should have a minimum radius t wice

the diameter of t he pi pe. Ben ds also should

be of heavier gauge metal to r e duce wear.

6. Ducts should be pos i t ione d so t hey will not

be damaged by cranes, hoists, industri al

trucks, or other equi pment or ope rat ions .

Following install ation and at regular intervals

thereafter static pressure measurements should

be taken to determine resistance or pressure

drop through hoods, dust collectors and exhaust

ductwork. The t ool requ i red for a routine check

in most cases is a manomete r ( U-gauge) or an

inclined gauge. As dust collect s i n exhaust

system the resistance to air flow incr eases,
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Is the seal at the top and bottom of a hopper

under the floor adequate? If not, what type

repairs or replacement is required?

Is the joint where the room frame is connected

to the hopper or floor tight? If not, has

something been done to prevent dust from

leaking at that point?

thereby having an adverse effect on exhaust

syst em performance . A significant increase in

pressure drop indicat es a blockage. ~ben noted,

'::" lctwor l< and other par ts of the exhaust system

shoul d be cle aned and res~ored to initial design

(or normal operat ing) conditions.

For addit ional information on exhaust system

design ar~d performance measurement, see "Industrial

Ven t ilation" -- A Manual of Reconunended Practice",

~ublished by the American Conference of Governmental

Industrial Hygienists, Chapters 1, 4, 6 and 9.

b.

c.

d. Are clean-out access doors dust-tight?

how can they be made so?

I f not,

Ductwork al$o sho~d be checked for air leakage.

When l eaks are detected, ductwork should be repaired

as quickly as possible. Where abrasive is recirculated

e. Does material spill through cracks? If so, does

it take more than a few minutes daily to cle~~

it up?

ventilation system -- must be used for removal

of fines from the spent abrasive.

an abrasive separator not the blast room exhaust f. Is the elevator housing in the pit and above

floor level dust-tight? If not, what remedial

actions are required?

1.1.4.2 Inspection and Maintenance of Enclosures: All abrasive

blasting en closures should be i nspected and maintained

on a regul ar basis. The following check list is

recommended for use during inspections. The list

Lself should be expanded and modified to mee t the

particular needs of any given installation.

g. Is dust visibly escaping from the abrasive

separator housing? If so, what controls can

be used?

h. Is dust visible as rejected debris falls to the

outside receptacle? If so, what can be done to

effect better control?

a. Do doors seal t ight ly? If not, does normal work

involve the nozzle being directed toward the

door? If so , inspect for leakage.
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i. Is there a "brisk" velocity inward through

rejection openings?
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j. Is exhaust ductwork free of settled materials?

k. Does the abrasive pressure tank pressure release

valve function efficien:.ly to prevent dust

from escaping ~o t he atmosphere?

1 Are rotary table cabinet curtains maint ained

well enough t o control dust?

1.1.4.3 Dust Collection: The air exhausted from blast

cleaning equipment must be discharged through

dust collecting equipment. In most cases

cloth dust filter, "wet" or washer-type

collectors, or cyclone collectors are used.

Dust collectors must be designed so the

accumulated dust can be emptied and

removed without contaminating other areas.

If exhausted air is recirculated where employees

may breathe it again, the recirculation system

must be designed and maintained to ensure that

workers are not exposed to contaminant levels

above TLVs.

Cyclone co~lectors use centrifugal force to separate

the dust from the air. As a result, the smaller
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1.1.6

particles -- those most likely to be inhaled -

are least likely to be removed from the airstream.

Accordingly, a cylcone collector should be

located out-of-doors so the exhaust air will be

thoroughly diluted wi~h outside air before it

returns to the breathing zone of any worker. An

effective system often involves use of both a

cylcone collector and a cloth filter. The cyloone

collector removes the larger dust particles and

the exhaust air then is brought to the cloth filter

which is most effective in filtering the smaller

particles. Cloth filters should be shaken regularly

to remove dust (unless they are continually cleaned

by a reversed flow).

Abrasive Recovery and Separation: An abrasive recycling

system generally consists of conveyors, elevators and

screens or separators which separate the useless fines from

the abrasive which may be used again, as shown in Figure

V-I. Each time the abrasive is re-used it becomes finer ,

dustier, and less efficient. Accordingly, an effective

separation system is necessary. The system usually works

by dropping the re-usuable abrasive and blowing the fines out

to be exhausted to the collector.

Abrasive Handling and Storage: Most abrasive generally

contains some fines. As a result, dust usually is created

whenever abrasive is transferred, be it by hand shovel or
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1.1.8.2 Particulate Filter Respirators: Parti cul ate filter

respirators, or dust filter respirators , when prope rly

fitted, may be used for short, int ermittent , or

occasional dust exposures such as t hose associated wi th

clean-up, dumping of collectors, transfer of abrasive,

or when it is not fe as i bl e t o control the dust by

enclosure, exhaust ventilation, or othe r means. A dust 

filter respirator also may be used to pr otect t he operator

during the outside abrasive bl ast ing, but only when non

silica abrasives are used. In some cases eye protect ion

must be worn with particulate fil~er respirators. When

it is, care should be taken to ensure that the respirator

and eye protection device do not int erfere with one anot her.

1.1.8.3 Respirator Protection Program: Abrasive blasting empl oyers

are responsible for establishing a respiratory protec t ion

program -- wherever it is necessary __ f or use of respirat ory

equipment. Requirements for a minimal l y acceptable program

are as follows (and are defined i:r:. 29 eFR 1910.134 and

.1000 and ~'JSI 288.2):

FIGURE V-2 Lightweight Hood for Abrasive Blasting a. Standard operating procedures governing selection

and use of respirators must be establ i shed and

placed in writing.
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b. Respirators must be sel ect ed on the basis of hazards

to which workers win be exposed .
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c. Those using respirators must be instructed in

proper use of ~he equipment and its limitations.

d. Where practical, individual respirators should

be assigned to ir,dividual workers for their

excl us i ve use.

e. Respirators issued for exclusive use of one

worker should be cleaned and disinfected

after each day's use. Those used by more than

one worker must be cleaned and disinfected

after each use.

f. All respirators must be stored in a convenient,

clean and sanitary location.

g. Respirators that are worn routinely must be

inspected during cleaning. Worn or deteriorated

parts must be replaced. Respirators used for

emergen cy purposes only must be inspected at

least once a month and after every use.

h. Appropriate surveillance of work area conditions

and degree of employee exposure or stress must

be maintained.

i. The program must be checked and evaluated on

a regular basis to determine its continued

effect iverless.
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j. Workers should not be assigned tasks requiring

use of a respirator unless it first has been

determined that they are physically able to

perform the work and use the respirator. The

respirator user's medical status should be

reviewed periodically, as on an annual basis.

The local physican should determine what health

and physical conditions are pertinent.

k. Respirators must be approved by IvlESA and NIOSH.

The respirator furnished to the worker must provide

adequate respiratory protection against the

particular hazard for which it is designed. Selection

of respirato:t'S must be made in accordance with

the American National Standard Practices for

Respiratory Protection 288.2-1969.

1.1.8.4 Air Quality and Supply: Only high purity compressed

air or liquid oxygen may be used for respiration. Oxygen

must meet requirements of the U.S. Pharmacopoeia

for medical or breathing oxygen. Breathing air must

meet, as a minimum, requirements of t he specifi cation

for Grade D breathing air as described in

Compressed Gas Association Commodity Specification

G-7.1-1966. Compressed oxygen must not be used Ln

either supplied-air respirators or in open circuit

self-contained breathing apparatus that have previously

used compressed air. Oxygen may never be used with

air-lino respirators.
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Breathing air may be supplied to respirators from

cylinders or air compressors. If cylinders are

used, they must be test ed and maintained i n

accord with Shipping Cont ainer Specification

Regulatio!18 of the U.S. J epartment of Tra.'1sportation

(49 CFR Par t 178). If a compr essor is used f or

supply air, it must be a breathing air comprr.ssor

equipped wi th necessary safety ~nd s t andby devi~es.

In addition, and i n accord with 29 CFP 1910.134 :

a. The compressor must be construc~ed and located

in such a way to avo id ent r y of ~ontaminated

air into the syste~. Suitable in-line ~ir

purifying sorbent beds and filt e rs must be

installed to further ensure breat hing air

quality .

b. A receive r of sufficient capac ity t o enable

~he respirator wearer to escape from a

contaminated atmosphere in event of compressor

failure must be i nstalled in the system.

c . Alarms indicating a compressor failure and

overheating must be installed in the system.

d . If an oil-lubricated compressor is used it must

have a high-temperature or carbon monoxide

alarm, or both . (If only a hi gh-temperature

al arm i s used the compressor must be tested fre-
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frequently for carbon monoxide. )

Air-l i ne couplings of the respirator system must

be incompatible with outlets for other gas syst ems.

This prevents inadvertant servicing of air line

respirators with non-respirable gases or oxygen.

Breathing gas containers must be marke d in accordance

with Ameri can National Standard Method of Marking

Portable Compressed Gas Containers To Identify the

Material Contained, 248.1-1954; Federal Specification

BB-A-1034a, June 21, 1968, Air, Compressed for

Breathing Purposes, or Interim Federal Specification

GG-B-00675b, April 27, 1965, Breathing Apparatus,

Self-Contained.

Whenever possible, air should be supplied from a

separate compresser or nonreciprocating blower,

rat her than the ordinary shop line. In that way

the chance that oil or carbon monoxide may enter

t he air supply is minimized. If it is not possible

to use a separate compressor or blower, the arrange

ment shown in Figure V-3 is suggested. Note that

when using such an arrangement:

a. A trap and carbon filter must be installed and

maintained regularly to remove oil, water, scale

and odor .
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SHUT-OFF
VALVE

FIGURE V-3

MOISTURE AND
DIRT REMOVER

/;

PRESSURE GAGE

PRESSURE REDUCER

SAFETY VALVE
I(pressure Release)

/

DETACHABLE
COUPLING

Suitable Arrangement of Air Supply Valves,
Pressure Gauge, etc., for High Pressure Air
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b. A pressure-reducing diaphragm or valve must

be installed to reduce pressure down to

requirements of the particular type of abrasive

blasting respirator.

c. An automatic control must be provided to e i t her

sound an alarm or shut down t he compressor in

case of overheating.

d. Air supply should be checked f or carbon monoxi de

on at least a daily basis.

Use of Respirators: Loose-fitting helmets require

a minimum of 6 cfm (cubic feet per minut e) to prevent

dust from entering. Tight-fitting helmets

require 4 cfm. All approved regula': or valves

are adjustable (by the operat or) within a certain

range only. When the valve is completely closed

the helmet must receive a~ least 2 cfm to obtain

approval. Because the 2 cfm rate is not sufficient

to control dust, employees should be supervised

closely to ensure that they receive an adequate

air supply. This becomes a problem parti cularl y

in cold weather when the air has a cooling effect .

In some cases it may be feasible to use an elect ri c

resistance heater to warm the air. Where a

substantial problem arises : however, i t may be

best to lock the regulator in the desired posit ion.
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1.1.8.6

1.1.8.7

In this way only the supervisor can adjust the

setting.

l~oise: The :noi.se level in the operator's hearing

zone should be checked. Levels in respirators

approved under 30 CFR Part II must not exceed

80. dbA. In general, norunetallic helmets create less

noise. Certain fresh air compressors or blowers

are far less noisy than others. Orifices for entry

of the air into the helmet should be shaped to help

minimize noise.

As noted above, employees exposed to dust concentrations

less than 5 times the OSHA standard may wear a

filter-type respirator approved by fvlZSA and ;nOSH

for the specific type of dust L~volved.

In an extremely dusty atmosphere, dust is deposited

rapidly on the filter, making breathing difficult.

In such an event the employee should change to an air

supplied respirator.

Cleaning and Maintenance: A program for cleaning

and maintenance of respirators must be adjustedi .to the

type of plant involved, specific working conditions

experienced, hazards, etc. At least the following

basic services must be provided:

a. All respirators must be made subject to routine

inspection before and after each use. Respirators

used only for emergency purposes must be inspected
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~fter each use and at least monthly.

b. A self-cont ained breathing apparatus mus t be

checked mont hly . Air and oxygen tanks must be

fUlly charged in accordan r. e with t he manufacture r r s

instruction . Regulator and warning devices

mus t be checked for prope r operat ion .

8 . The inspection must COver the t ight ness of

connections and the condition of the face-

pi e ce, headbands , va l ves, connect ing t Ube, and

canni sters . Rubber or elast omer parts must be

che cked for pliabili ty and signs of deteriorat ion.

( St r etching and manipul ating rubber or el as ~ orr~r

part s with a massagi ng a ction wi l l help keep them

pliabl e and flexibl e. )

d . A record must be kept of inspection dates and

f i ndings for respi rators maint aine d f or

emergency use.

e . Re spirators used on a routine basis must be

collected , cl eaned and disinfected as frequently

as necessary to ensure proper protect ion for the

wearers. Each worke r should be brief ed on the

cleani ng procedure and be assure d t hat he

always wi l l receive a properly cleaned and

disinfe cted respirator. Respirators used for
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1.1.8 . 8

emergency purposes must be cleaned and

disinfe cted after each use . In most cases i t i s

most effect ive to have one person assigned

permanent responsib i lity f or cleani ng and disin

fecting respi rators .

f. Repairs to respirators may be performed only by

qualified persons . Only parts designed fo r

the particular r espirator invol ved may be

used . No attempt may be made to replace

components or to make adjustment or r epai r s

beyond the manufacturer' s re commendat ions .

Reducing or admission val ves or r egulators must

be returned to the manufacturer or given to

a trained technici an f or adjustment or repair.

Storage : Af t er inspect i on , cleaning and necessary

repair, respirators must be st ored to pr otect

them against dust , sunlight , heat , extreme

cold, excessive moisture or damaging chemicals .

Respirators placed at stations and work areas f or

emergency use should be qui ckl y accessible at

all t imes and store d in compartments provide d f or

the purpose. Compartments shoul d be clearly,

marked.

Routinely used respirators, such as dust r espir ato r s

may be placed in plastic bags. Respirat ors should

not be stored i n lockers or tool boxes or s i milar
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locations unless they are pl ace d in carryinr-,

cases 0 1' cartons.

Respirato r s shoul d be packed or stored so the

f aceplate and exhal ation valve will r est in

a normal posit i on so function wi l l not be impaired

by the elastomer setting in an abnormal posit i on.

In most cases instruct ions for proper storage of

respirat ors are found in "use and care" inst ruct i ons

mount ed inside t he carrying case lid.

1.2 Noise Control and Hearing COl~servation: A hearing conservat ion

program involves actions to r educe noise levels and/orca protect

employe~s against excessive noise level exposures. Assuming that a

liaise level survey indicates that the work enviranmen~ is too noisy

for comfort, the hearing conservation program could consis t. cf four

elements: application of engineering controls; application of ad-

rninistrative controls; use of personal protective equipment , and

institution of an audiometri c test ing program.

1.2.1 EngL~eering Cont rols: Application of engineering cont r ols

'.lsua11y is the most effect ive noise ~ont ro1 appr oach becau8:c;

it can reduce the intensity of noise either at the source

or in the immediate exposure environment. Although many of

the procedures possible will require the expert advice and

assistance of a competent accoustica1 consultant, t here are

several control techniques which can be developed and imp1e ~ :lented

by industrial hygienists and safety personnel at relatively little

expense. Typical examples include:
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Nozzle Adj us t ment :

attention.

1.2.1.1

~.2.=-.2

Positioning: Increasing the distance betneen a

noise source and worker or simply r otating the

source often are practical meth0ds of noi se

reduction and con~rol.

Vibration Control : Re sponse of a vi brat i ng

member to a driving force can be reduced by

damping the member achieved by improving its

support, increasing i ts stiffness, increasing

its mass, or shifting its resonffi1ce frequency.

Machinery rattles, squeaks and thumps often indicate

that proper maintenance has been neglected.. Such

noise often can be reduced or eliminated through a

program which includes frequent, regu:: ar inspection;

periodic lubrication of all moving parts;

tightening of loose connect ions; maintenance of

proper adjustments; serv:tcing all covers or safety

shields on machine; use of proper coolants ;

replacement of worn or unbalanced parts, and

instalJ.ation of proper damping to reduce unnecessary

vibration.

A number of devices are commercially available which

are designed to isolate vibrating parts. These

include flexible mOlli~ts for mot ors and other

types of machinery, flexible hose in pipes or electrical
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1.2.1.J

1.2.1.4

conduits, and flexible couplings on sh~fts, among

others .

The nature of abrasive blasting

requires high abrasive flow rates. These

generally result in loud noise because sound

power outpu~. is a high power· ft'unc lon of velocity.

Reduction of flow rate nOlo se bcan e achieved by

reducing flow velocities to those minimally

acceptable for the process. It also is possible to

a Ltach a turbu~ence reduction device to a

nozzle to reduce noise (such a device also adds

weight to a nozzle and makes it more difficult to

manipulate, however). A careful evaluation of

these and similar alternatives should be made in

light ofuroducti vi ty and cost. If these actions

cannot be taken, proper hearing protection should be

provided and enforced.

Equipment Selection: Sometimes it is possible to

Substitute a quieter machine, process or material.

In most cases existing operations were selected primarily

because they represented the most economi cal and

efficient means of producing the product or service.

As such, noise factors ~robably receive very little

Given current OSHA exposure limits,

however, it now may be wiser to purchase more
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Numerous scientific reports have

permissible time limits.

operation of a noisy machine is needed, arrange

day -- or part of the week.

Eg.uipment Schedul.ing: If less than full-time

to run it a portion of each day -- rather than all

1.2.2.2

to keep individual noise exposure wit hin

dbA limits are no ~ exposed to highe r noise levels .

upper limit of duration f 0r a high nois~ level,

b . Ensure that employees who have reached the

among two, t hree or as many workers as needed,

c. When the man-hours required for a job exceed

for the exist i ng sound level, divide the work

the permissible time f or one man in one day

wit h a noise level well below cri te ria limit .

work the remainder of the day in an envi ronment

Personal Protection : When excessive noise exposure cannot

be reduced by other means, personal ear protectors

ear plugs or ear muff -- ;-;Just be worn py worke rs to pr ovide

e ffe ctive protection

shown t hat such devices can provide 24 to 40 db of p rot ect i on

if properly worn. Merely making good pr otect ion available to

employees does not insure an effective program, however. The

person in charge of developing and monitoring ~he ear pro~ ection

program must be fully familiar with the employees' various

duties and the acoustical environments in which they are

performed. He also must evaluate other environmental factors

1.2. 3

Three steps can be taken to reduce

An effective degree of noise control

Where reduction of noise at the source

Arrange work schedules so that employees working

the major portion of a day at or very close to

a.

as follows:

Worker Assignments:

noise exposure through adjusting worker assignments,

ear.

Barriers:

is unsuccessful or impractical, attenuation of

airborne sound may be achieved by erecting a sound

barrier to intercept the sound before it reaches the

instead of gears.

expensive, quieter equipment instead of less

expensive, noisier equipment w~l.ich will require

additional lll.-plant expenditures for noise

reduction and control. When several pieces of

equipment are being purchased fcr operation in

. 't to o~e another it mav be desirable toproxlITll y H ., •

specify individual equipment operating noise levels

lower than OSHA limits to help ensure compliance

during simultaneous operation. Quieter operation

generally can be assured by specifying belt drives

1.2.2.1

factors:

through tight control of work schedules.

methods should be considered in light of work and productivity

Administrative Controls:

can be achieved by limiting each employee I s daily exposure

The following

1.2.1. 5

1.2.2
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results.

d. There wi l l be no unusual reactions, such as

skin irri t at ion , from the use of ear protectors,

provi ding t hey are kept r eas onably clean. Ear

plugs should be made of soft mat erial such as

neopr ene , because hard fi xed materials can

i njure the canal .

Most of the avai l able ear protectors, when correct:y

fit ted, provide the same amount of protection. The

best ear protector, therefore, is t~e one that is

accepted by the employee and WOTI1 properly.

1.2. L Audiometric Tes t ing: The hearing of each employee should be

sUb j ected to an audiomei:.ric test at the t ime of hiring, at

p~riodic int ervals during em~) loyrnenL, and at the time of job

change or l eaving emp~oyment. The importance of the initial test

cannot be overemphas ized. Without the data it reaveals, there is

no way to accurately evaluate ch&.ilges which may "L ake place over

a period of t ime . The frequency with whi ch subsequent in-service

tests are performed depends on several fa ctors, particularly the

environment in which the employee works . I t is suggested that

such tests be rerformed at least annually.

Variations be tween test s of ~5 db are -~o be expected and have

no significance . Large r variations, howe ver, or an indenti-

fiable t rend t oward poor er hearing -- especially at 2000, 4000,

or 6000 cps ( cycles per second ~ -- are s i gni ficant and should be

cause f or evaluat ion of noise exposure and/or ear pathology.
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1.2.4.1 Test Equipment: Audiometric testing can be

performed with either a pure tone audiometer or

a speech audiome ter. The pure tone audiome ter is

preferred for industrial use.

Industrial environments are seldom suited f or

accurate testing, even though the test site may be

in a re latively quiet area. Background noise causes

interference with the audiometer and so biases tes~

In order t o avoid t hi s bias, background noi se

level in the test area must be l ower tha~ that which

will L~terfere with the pure tone thresholds of tes t ed

frequencies.

Such conditions will not necessarily be achieve d

simply by covering the wall of a test room with

acoustic tile. 7h bl .- e pro em conslsts primaril y of

keeping the noises generated wi thi n the room

to a minimum and keeping outside noise from entering

the room.

The amount of noise attenuat i on required depends upon

the lowes t hear' lItlng eve 0 be measured i~ ~he r oom,

the frequencies to be te sted, and the noi se l evel of

the particular location . The frequencies generally

tested in industrial aUdiometly are 500, 1000, 2000 ,

4000 and 6000 Hz.

In many cases it will be least expensive f OT a facil i t y

to pur chase i ts own prefabr icated tes ting rooms or booths

which can provide sufficient noise attenuation .
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Accurate test resul-:'s also depend on -proper

cal ibration . Calibration of both electronic circuits

and earphones should be performe d at least annual ly

and more frequently whenever erratic operation or

erroneous test results are suspe cte d. Approximate

calibrations c~~ be taken on a dai ly basis by tes ting

t he hearing of persons wi th establ i shed audi ometric

pat t erns.

Addi tiona1 informatlo;1 on audi)metrlc measuremenT;

and its medi~al aspects may be obtained from the

American Industria~ Hygiene Asso ciatior;'s

pUblication, "Industrial Noise Manual, Second

Edition. II

1.3 Control of Chemical hazards: Special precau~ion must be taken whenever

organic solvents are used '-,0 de-oil or de-grease workpieces. Organic

solvents give off toxic vapors which when i :1ha1ed in high concentrations

or over a long period of time Gan cause severe il L~ess.

The most effective method for prevent ing inhalation of vapors from the

solvents is to keep the solvent out of the breathing zone. This is

done by using an efficient local exhaust ventilation system. Although

a good general ventilation system will sometimes be suffiGient, effective

control of vapors from a hi ghl y toxic solvent requires use of l ocal

exhaust system. In some cases the use of an air-supplied respirator is

an acceptable alternative to the local exhaust system. Care mus ':. be

taken, however, to protect others in the area who may inadvertently be
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2.

exposed to the vapors.

Hazards associated with hfuidling the various organic solvents can be

controlled through use of appropriate impermeable protective clothing

such as aprons, face shields and gloves and/or the use of mechanical

handling devices.

A good working knowledge of the physical properties, nomenclature and

effects of exposures is extremely helpful in m~~ing a proper assessment

of a solvent exposure.

Good personal hygiene is important whenever solvents are used. Spills and

splashes should be removed immediately with soap and water. This

includes showering and replacing solvent-soaked or splattered clothing

with clean clothing immediately or as often as necessary.

Organic solvents should be stored in special safety containers in a well

venti~ated room to prevent accumulation and build up of flammable or toxic

concentrations.

Cont rol of Safety Hazards

3ecause most of the safety hazards found in abrasive blasting operations relate

to the ~ype of equipment being used, most of the control measures identified

below relate to specific machhie types. In addition, a section is provided on

cont r ol of other commonly-found safety hazards regardless of the type of

~achinery involved. This results in a small degree of repetition, included

purposely for ease of reference.

2.J Controls for Specific Abrasive Blasting Machine Types: The following

discussion identifies specific mechanical, electrical and personal

protective controls which should or must be utilized to help ensure
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safety and health of those operat ing or iYl proxirnity to hand-

I and room-t'~e, h~ld-operated cabinet, 2Yld aut omaticoperated portab e JY

. h· It should be noted that some of t heblast cleanlng mac llles.

items listed under each type machine are somewhat repetitive of t hose

mentioned earlier. In such cases the repetition is provided

primarily to indicate how the various dust, noise a'l. d ot her cont r ols

leakage before use. In particular, that point

two-and-one-half feet from t he nozzle - - at the

angle where the hose bends upward from t he f l oor

to the operator -- should be l ooke d at very

closely.

can be applied for a specific type process. c. On a time-use basis, all met al pipelines ,

2.1.1 Hand Operated Portable and Room Type Blast Cleaning Machines:
joint s , bends, valves, connectors , fuld nozz l es

should be sUbjected to regular internal inspection

2. L 1.1 Mechanical: to detect deterioration from internal abrasion .

should be established by the user on the basis

of previous failure and/or past replacement

time procedures. The user should maint ain test

Defective parts should be replaced promptly to

The time test periodavoid sudden failure.

operations.

All units should be equipped with a positive fast

acting abrasive shut-off control that must be

depressed by the operator to start blasting

a.

b. Hoselines which are exposed to internal results.

deterioration from abrasive action should be

SUbjected to regular nondestructive integrity

testing on an elapsed time basis. The initial

test after use can be of greater time span than

the subsequent tests which should be conducted

more frequently depending on age. Elapsed time

between testing should be determined by hose

manufacturers based on types of hose construction

and type of abrasives for which the hose has been

designed or will be used. The user should main

tain test records. In addition, the operator

should check the hose for deterioration and

d. The nozzle should be ext ernally att ached t o t he

hoze by a fitting which will posit ively

prevent accidental disengagement . No adj ust ment

of the fitting should ever be attempt ed whi l e t he

abrasive is £Jowing. Lengths of hose should a lso

be joined by external metallic connectors so

that the flow of abrasive will not er ode a'\ d

weaken the couplings.
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e. Pressure "pots" or vessels used in conj unct ion

with abrasive blast cleaning operations should

be examined for internal deterioration at

least every two years. Following each five

years of operation, the "pot" or pressure

vessel should be sUbjected to a hydrostatic

test at a pressure of 1 1/2 X designated

maximum work i ng pressure . Such inspection

and testing should be conducted and/or

witnessed by an individual who has attained

proven competency in this work, such as an ASME/

National Board Commissioned Inspector, or

a state or deputized insurance company

inspector. The use of pressure "pots"

or vesse ls which lack a removable hand-hole

plate that permits internal examination should

be prohibited. All llpots" or vessels should be

constructed in accordance with ASME pressure

vessel code requirements.

f. Pop-up valves used to pressurize the "pot"

or pressure vessels should not be fabricated of

all rubber construction. Rubber seals may be

used as long as the valves have an internal

metal core of greater diameter than the opening

in the tank top. Rubber-covered valves and tank

top seals should be checked frequently for
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deterioration. Defective parts should be

replaced promptly.

g . Pressure "pots" or vessels should be designed

in a manner which permits free and easy

entry of t he abrasive) reduces spilling, and

general ly aids in the prevention of strains and

sprains when the "pot 11 is being filled

manuall y. It is preferable that t he upper

fill head be of concave ues ign.

h . The interior fluors, ledges, and shelf surfaces

(whenever pract ical the lat, ter [,WO items should

be avoided) of blast cleaning rooms should be

cleaned of waste abrasive and debris on a

r egular daily basis whenever the facility is used.

Workers conducting cJ..eaning opera~ions should

be supplied with and instructed "to wear

suitable respiratory protect ion . In addition,

all floor surfaces within the room or chamber

should be cont inually examine d for ab ras ive

deterioration and distortion. Pr ompt repairs

should be made t o provide an even floor surface

'..hat will not contribute to s lipping and falling

accident.s.

1 . Blast cleanD~ g rooms should be inspected on a

regular weekly basis to detect holes , abrade d

metal enclosure surfaces, and defective door

seals t hat can permit the escape of abrasive
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mat erial. Defect ive sect ions s~ould be repaired

or replaced . Whenever practical, the interior of

bl ast cleaning r ooms should be rubber-l~~ed to reduce

operating noise and to protec-~ me~al sidewalls from

abrasive deteriorat ion .

j. Division seals of spl i t or di vide d blast cleaning

rooms t hat permit the entry of work on an overhead

traveling crane should be exami ned at least weekly.

Defective seals should be replaced promptly.

k . Vfuenever the blast cleani ng pr ocess entails ~he

cle~~ing of heavy or bulky ob jects, workers should

be provided wi t h an adequat e means of handling them

prior to , during , and afte r blast clea~ing.

1. All doors of a blas t i ng enclosure should be kept

c l osed at all t imes when blas~ing is being done.

They should be kept closed for a reasonable time

a f te r the blasting has ceased .

m. All moving mechffi1ical devices , conveyor belts, and

othe r mech~~ical drives should be mechanically

guar ded t o prevent physical contact with moving

machLlery . Protecti on by remoteness is not adequate

because maintenance per sonnel can s t ill be injured

by the machLlery .
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2.1.1.2

n. Each blast cleaning room should have at least

two inspection ports located so operators can

be clearly viewed at all times . Internal

protective guards or covers for ports should

be maintained so they open and close free ly

and protect vision glass from abrasive

etching.

o. Doors providing entrance and exit f or blast

cleaning rooms should operate freely, be

unobstructed, and in no way restrict fast exit .

Doors should not be lockable on the inside or

in any way constructed to prevent entry of

emergency assistance.

P . Waste abrasives should be cleared from work

areas on a regular daily basis. They should not

be permitted to accUIDulate or stockpile . The

method of disposal should not cause environment al

problems.

Elect rical:

a . All motors used in conjunction with abrasive

blast cleaning equipment should be of t otal ly

enclosed, dust-proof design .

b . All electrical controls should be confined in

dust-tight enclosures meeting the design

criteria of the National Electrical Manufacturers
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Association (NEMA) Specification 12.

c. The main abrasive supply hose line should be

provided with an efficient means for she

dis charge of static charges from the blasting

11Ozz1e. It is preferab le t hat the grclillding;

sysGem be bui l t into t he hoseline . A separate

grounding cable attached to the outside of the

nos e can be easily damaged , and so made

worthless. The grounding system should be

SUbjected to a ground continuity test at the

beginning of each workweek prior to the commencement

of work operations . Test r ecords should be

maintained.

d. All electrical lighting wi t hin the confines of

blast cleaning rooms should be completely

operative at all times. Protective glass

shades or plates should be promptly changed when

when the glass become s etched or in any way

r estricts light emission . The illumination

\ri t hin every blasting chamber should not be

less than twenty foot candles over all parts of

the chamber measured in a horizontal plane at

three feet above the floor.
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2.1.1.3 Personal Protective Equipment

a. Each operator should have and be instructed to

wear an air-suppl ied breathing helmet which

bears a distinguishing mark indicating that

it has been allotted to an individual

operator. Each helmet should be SUbjected to

thorough cleaning and disinfecting since last

being used.

b. The air supplied to self-contained breathing

helmets may be drawn from the main air supply

compressor only when adequate safeguards are

provided . A separate oil-free compressor shoul d

be used to supply breathing air . Conditioning
o 0

breathing air t o a temperature of 65 - 70 F

is desirable. It should be passed throu~h an
C>

air purifier before entering the operator's

helmet. Each breathing-air supply system

should be equipped with an audible alarm that wil

will warn the blast cleaning operator, his

helper, or other workers in the vicinity of the

breathing supply is contaminated with smoke or

carbon monoxide .

c. Self-contained breathing helmets should be designed

to accommodate and permit the use of sound-

reducing ear muffs either as built··in protection
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Hand-Operated Cabinet Machines:

or to fit over conventional ear muffs. Until

sound reduction techniques within self-contained

breathing helmets have been applied, t he use of

ear muffs and/or ear plugs should be mandatory

to insure that the 90 dbA level is not

exceeded. This applies to other workers within

the high noise level area.

d. Vision glasses in self-contained breathing

helmets should be replaced promptly when the

glass becomes etched from abrasive impact. The

condition of such glasses should be checked on

a weekly basis by the blast cleaning operator's

direct work supervisor. The use of protective

mylar films over vision glasses is highly recommended.

e. Abrasive blast cleaning workers should

have and be instructed to wear

boots or toe guards.

f. Each operator should be have and be

instructed to wear suitable gauntlet gloves

and coveralls to prevent abrasive materials

from contacting the skin from entry through

breaks in clothing. This requirement is in

addition to the protection afforded with leather

or rubberized capes associated with self-contained

breathing helmets and protective leg chaps. The
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2.. 1.2

2 .1. 2 .1

lower leg of coveralls should be belted and

buckled or taped closed around the ,;orkers

safety boot to prevent the entry of ubrasive.

g. In addition to the sLipulated personal protect i ve

equipment, a suitable, clean locker or container

should be provided for each operat or to store

equipment in a clean condi tion . Such st orage

accommodation should be in a dust - f ree

area outside of the blasting area but as close

as practical to the area of operat ions.

Me chani ca1 :

a. The exhaust fans of cabinet machines should be

acoustically engineered so resulting noise

level does noL exceed 90 dbA.

b. All cabinet machines, including small bench-

top type Q~its, should be equipped wi th an

exhaust ventilation system. Gravity-

settling dust collecting systems should be

prohibited because they rest ric t vLsion and can

become overpressured causing leakage of abrasive.

c. The use of open··front cabinet machines (as used

in the suede preparation and cleaning industry)

should be prohibited.
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d. The observation port on all hand-operated

cabinet machines should utilize safety glass

only. Each vision glass should be designed

to visually indicate that safety glass observation

t he metal casing f rom abrasive cc~ion.

Deteriorat ed sections shoulu be r epair e d or

replaced promptly.

ports have been provided.
2.1.2.2 Ele ctrical:
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. Internal surfaces of all cabinet machinesJ.

should be inspected on a regular weekly basis to

determine if the re has been any thinning of

d. Electrical lighting within cabinet machines

cabiI1e~) and an electrical interlock control

.,119,

a negative pressure is evident within the

All cabinet machines should be equipped with

or protection glasses that restrict light

from the bJast ing nozzle. In addition, the

cabinet machine operator should be provided with

NEMA Spe cification 12 design. Cont rol boxe s shoulu

serviced by a competent e l ectrician.

pro t ect him from static e:::"ectrical shock.

means for dis charge of static el ectricity

should be adequately maintained. Etched shades

an easily at tachab1e grounding strap t hat will

with u negative-pressure control switch

access door is in the close d posit i on ).

be kept closed at all t imes unless being

(Lo prevent machine operation unless the main

(to prevent operCition of the machine unless

b.

c. All operating controls should be of dust proof

a. All mach ines should be provided with an efficient

Foot controls used to activate cabinet machines

should be equipped with a stirrup-type guard

to prevent accidental operation of the machine.

Dust-collecting systems on cabinet machines

should be cleared of blockage on at least an

hourly operational basis. Dust collection

bags should be inspected on a weekly basis.

Defective bags should be replaced promptly.

the dust-collecting system.

All metal surfaces within cabinet machines should

be designed to eliminate flat dust-collecting

surfaces. Angled surfaces should be provided

to aid in directing the abrasive and debris into

promptly.

Door seals on cablllet units should be i~spected

weekly. Defective seals should be replaced

h.

g.

f.

e.



2 . 1.2.3

emission should be replace d promptly .

Personal Protect ive Equipment

Each machine ope r ator should have and be instructed

to wear:

a . Complete eye protective equipment ~heL operating

his machine .

b . Safety boots or t oe guards.

3. Worn, distorted, or otherwise deteriorated

floor plates or gratings that can

creat e a trip, slip, or fall hazard should

be replaced promptly .

4. Abraded and otherwise damaged steel to steel}

steel to rubber> or rubber to rubber door

seals should be repaired or replaced

promptly .

c . A dust respirator whil e operat inR a cabinet

machine and when removing abrasive residue

an d deb ris from the dust collecting system.

5. Abrade d frames, casings, or other enclosures

that can result in escape of abrasives or

dust should be repaired or replaced.

Automati c Machi ne s :

Mechanical:

c . Discharge of waste materials from magnetic

and other type separators should not terminate

into open bins or containers. Such bins or

contalllers should be covered to effectively

control the emission of dust clouds into open

work a:ceas

Dust eY..haust fans and shaker-type abrasive

waste separation systems should be re

engineered as necessary until the noise levels

rn.eet or are below 90 dbA.

b.

1. Badly abraded recirculBt ing pipes should be

replace d .

Internal surfaces of al l automat ic machines

should be inspec ~ ed on a regUlar weekly

basis . The fo l lowi ng items should be given

special consider ation and prompt corrective

act i on :

a .

2.1.3.1

2 .1.3

2 . Abraded case -hardened wear plates and

especially the i r r etaining nut s should

be repl':lced promptly.

··:;"2 0 -

d. All machine drives, coupled or be l ted, should

be n:echanica lly guarded to prevent physical

contact. Reference is specifically made to

door closing belt drives, exhaust fan belt drives,
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shaker cO:lveyor- and dust collector vibratory drives.

e. Removable floor plates ml~/or gratings providing

access to be low-grade le vel shaker-type

separators should be kept in posi t ion a'~

all times during machine operat ion. During

maintenlli1ce work such floor openings should

be barricaded to effect ively rest ri ct access

to the maintenance work area and specifically

the unprotected floor openings.

f. All steeJ cables l.1sed to open and close the

doors of automatic machines should be. examined

on a monthly basis . Such cables should be

replaced when it is noted Ghat there is

excessive dryness and an exterior brick dust

effect (indicates internal corrosion working

out to the exterior of the cable) or when six

or more wire breaks exist wHhin the lay (one

complete revolution or wrap) of a s ingle strand

of the cable, or when there is indication of

flattening or abrasion of one or more strffi1ds

of the cable.

g. All dust-collecting systems should be inspected

ffi1d serviced on a regular weekly oasis with

prime consideration that:

-J22-

2.1.].2

1. all ducts ffi1d ventilation screens are clean;

2. the maximum manufacturer's air flo~ rates

are maintained at all times;

]. bags, screens, filters, and other dust

collecting devices are in peak working

condition;

4. dust collection bins and containers are

covered to effectively contain the dust

discharge;

5. discharge bags between the final hopper

discharge ffi1d the collection bin or container

are in good working order, and;

6. no blockage exists at any location within

the dust collection system and its

ultimate discharge.

Electrical:

a. All doors, main, or mffi1ual access, should be

equipped with electrical interlocks that will

prevent operation of the machine unless all

doors are tightly closed.

b. All motors used in conjunction with automatic

blast cleffi1ing machines should be of totally

closed, dust-proof design.
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c. All electrical controls should be confined

in dust-tight enclosures (boxes or cubicles)

that meet the design criteria of N~~ Specification 12.

should also be worn by all workers servicing any

phase of the dust collecting system.

Personal Protective Equipment:

b. Each machine operator and/or attendant or

assistant should wear foot protection.

d. During machine operation each machine operator

fuld/or attendant or assistant should wear a

People react different ly to the

On automatic blasting equipment, all belts, pulleys, gears,

sprockets, chain devices, coupling and pro jecting shafts

within reach must be effectively guarded. The air compressor

same environment because of physical, mental and emotio~al

differences . Some act s afely , others unsafely . The behavior

of the same person will vary from time to time. As a result,

even a well-coordinated and highly trained individual may

at times perform unsafe acts leading to injury or

death unless machinery in motion is properly guarded

to protect him.

All fixed machL~ery must be secured to prevent movement.

The guarding device must be designed and made to prevent

the operator from having any part of his body into the danger

zone during the operating cycle. Many equipment representatives

can assist in obtaining the necessary protective devices.

.Also a booklet entitled "The Principles and Techniques of

WJechanical Guarding" OHSA 2057 may be obtained by writing to

the OSHA office in your region.

Gene ral Safety Cont rols: The following controls can be implemented

to reduce or eliminate general safety hazards commonly found where abrasive

blast c lean:ng operations are conducted.

2 . ~ . 1 Machine Safeguarding~

2 .2

Such a devicedust control breathing respirator.

a. Each machine operator and/or attendant or

assistant should wear complete eye protection

equipment.

c. Each machine operator and/or attendant or

assistant should wear coveralls that will

restrict the entry of abrasive into clothing

breaks from which it can make physical contact

with the skin.

d. The breaking of a tumble belt or rotating table

drive belt should immediately prevent further

operation of the machine until the belt is

repaired or replaced. In addition to ruining

all parts being cleaned, frequent belt failures

cause the operator to r emain close t o t he

machine where he can be exposed to dust

inhalat ion.'

2.1.3.3
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must have flywheel and drive pully enclosed. Any fans

located within seven feet of the floor should be guarded

wi t h gr~ lle or mesh l imiting openings to not more than a

half inch. The operator position should be such that he is

not in the pat h of the tumbling or rotating movement of

automat ic blast equipment. Al l tumbling and rotating equipment

should be equipped with a positive lock device to prevent

the Illa(;hine from turning during loading and unloading due

to an imbalance or unintent i onal turning on of power .

c.

d.

Guards should be designed so that: their use and

purpose are obvious; they cannot be tampered with or

removed; repairs can be mad2 0 ..1 rruarded parts wi thout

exposing persolli"el to moving parts, and so machinery can

be lubricated without removing the guard. Oil rese r voirs

usually can be placed outside th.p P" a d t d- ':c' U r , conne c e

to the point of lubrication by an 01'1 1"Ine.

Guards should be made of materials at least equal in

quality to the mat erial s used f J r the machine r y itself .

Al l metal enclosures used for motors and other electrical

In addition, equipment should be guarded by an enclosure which

In general, ~ny effort to institute more effective machine

Guards should be secured to the machine t ightly.

Guards shoul d be constructed in a ma~er that they

themselves do not create a hazard. Sharp edges,

exposed bolts or jagged or unfinished surfaces can cause

cuts and lacerations.

No guard should be removed by the ope r at or unl ess speci f i c

permission is given by his supervisor, and the operator

is trained in how to remove and repla ce t he guard

properly, and machine adj ustment is cons i dered par t of

his job,

Guards must be inspected carefully before a machi ne is

started to ensure their satisfactory condi~ ion, that i s,

e.

f.

a.

Engineering controls involved in guarding shoul d be suppl emented

with an education effort. Workers should be instructed and

monitored in safe practices which dictate lhat:

b.

contribute to control or elimination of the hazard.

production nor in any way lower employee's productivity.

Safeguarding measures should not interfere with

The most important purpose of machine guarding is to

near or passing by. Any measure taken should

protect the operator and other personnel working

IS L-,t erlocked with the drive mechanism, so that the equipment

cannot ~,umble or rotate unless guard enclosure is in place.

a.

devi~es on machinery should be grounded. Electrical equipment

and controls should be properly designed for installation.

s a f eguarding should be undertaken in light of the following

general sup:gestions;

b.
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2. 2 . 3 Cont r ol of Flanunable /Explos i ve Dusts: Combustibl e organi c

abrasives may be used only i n aut omati c blas t i ng sys t ems . Whe re

flammable or explosive dust mixtures ma,/ be present , t he const ruct i on

Safety shoes must be worn to protect oper at or s from foot in j ury

where heavy pi eces of work ar e handle d. Such shoes must con form

to the American Nat i ona l St ful dard for Men ls Sa f ety-Toe Foot we ar ,

241. 1-1967 .
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Clean his machines and equipment of oil, grease, dust

and abwasive media after each shift. He should try to

keep them reasonably clean while working.

Put all scrap and trash in proper trash bins for

easy removal.

a.

The best housekeeping results when each individual is held

responsible for maintaining order in his work area and is

supplied with a comprehensive check list of what his specific

housekeeping responsibilities are. Time should be set aside

for housekeeping when work is scheduled. Necessary housekeeping

e quipment should be available, and trash cans and special

disposabl e bins should be handy and emptied regularly.

Each worker should:

of the equipment -- including t he exhaust system and all ele ctric

wiring -- must conform to American National Standard Installation

of Bl o"{er and Exhaust Systems for Dust, St ock and Vapor Removal or

Con veying, Z33. l -l961 ( NFPA 91- 1961), and American National

Standard National El ect ri cal Code, Cl ·· 1968 (NFPA 70-1968). In

additlon, t he blast nozzle must be bonded and grounded to preven-~

s t a t ic charge build- up and the enclosure J ducts, and dust collectors

must be constructed with loose p~nels or explosion venting areas

(located on sides away from any occupied area) to provide pressure

relief in case of explosion.

b.

2.2.4 Housekeeping: Good housekeeping plays a key role in a safety

protection and health program.

No empl oyee should be permi tted t o work on or around

mechanical equipment while wearing necldies , loose

cl ot hi ng , or j ewelry .

no: cracks , loose~ess , shar p edges , expos ed bolts,

and so on. Any defe ct i ve or mis s ing guar ds should be

report ed t o the foreman irrnnediately .

Whenever safe guar ds are r emoved f or machine maintenance,

adjustment or repair , power ~o t he equipment should be

t urned of f and the mai n swit ch should be locked and t agged .

c.

d.

Prote ct i ve devices for the eye s and f ace must be worn by t he

operator when the re spirator des i gn does not provide such prote ction .

Such equipment also must be worn by personnel working in the vicinity

of abrasive blasting operations .

2. 2 .2 Nonre spirat ory Per sonal Prot e ctive Equipment : Abras i ve blast i ng

operat ors mus t be equipped with heavy canvas or l eather gloves ar.d

aprons and r i cochet hoods or the equi valent t o prote ct them from

t he i mpac t of abras i ve s .



Illumination levels for a given work sit uat ion should be in accord

with levels required for the nature of the task and the equipment

involved. Illumination levels recommended by the Illuminating

Engineering Society (ILS) in i ts "Li ghting Handbook" are suggest ed

2.2.5 Lighting: Lighting in blasting rooms already has beeT"! discussed.

General lighting in the work area also is important, however.

Proper illumination not only helps control safety hazards, but,

tests have shown, also contributes to high productivit y.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

Keep the floors and aisles in his work area free of

dust, unused material and abrasives (especially steel

shot) and unobstructed,

Properly stack and store materials he uses.

Keep floor and equipment surfaces dry.

Empty collec -;~or hoppers frequently and r out ine l y.

Maintain all connections through which dust or dust

laden air are conveyed in a dust-tight condition.

Clean, sterilize and repair personal protective

devices daily.

Keep the vision glasses on abrasive-blasting enclosures

clean and free of dust.

Never use compressed air to clean dust off

clothing. Dustless methods of cleaning, such as a

vacuuming or washing down with water, should be substituted .

for review. Conformance with IES recommendations, or whatever

standards are set, should be checked frequently with a light meter.

In particularly dusty and/or dirty environments, light meter readL~gs

should be taken as frequently as once every two weeks.

Lighting in blast cleaning environments is affected by dust and

and dirt formation on lamps (bulbs) and lenses, burn-outs, lamp

depreciation, and voltage drops. In addition, light is absorbed

very quickly by dark surfaces. Surfaces darkened due to dust should

be cleaned frequently, perhaps as often as once every other

week. Where possible, dark surfaces should be painted a lighter

color. If necessary, more efficient light sources should be

utilized. If cleaning lamps and surfaces and replacing burnouts

with more efficient light sources fails to increase the illumination

to standard levels, then a qualified illumination engineer should

be called upon to make a complete survey of the present system.

A regular program of complete lamp replacement, regardless of

condition, is less costly than replacement of L'1dividual lamps

as they burn out. The pla~t electrical maintenance foreman should

keep a log of hours of use for lights in all sections of the plant.

When the expected hours of service have been reached, complete

replacement is recommended.

2.2.6 Site Wor~: Site wor~ often reQuires t~e operator to work at

considerable :1eights and il1 difficult posi tio!.ls. It is essentill1

therefore, tl1at proper steps are taken prior to commencement of

wor£ to help renuce exposure to safety hazards. ~hese steps

L1clude:
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It has been shown in numerous instances that establishment and maintenance

of an effective safety program will produce substantial benefits. In addition

to reducing t he number of injuries and attend&~t costs, a safety program

can result in more efficient operations, more effective management, and improved

empl oyee relations.

The following guidelines -- based exten s ivel y on a model program developed

by the Comrrdttee on Safety, American Iron and Steel Institute -- should be

considered as a starting point for abrasive blasting management. Each

manager should review the guidelines and expand and modify them as required to

meet the specific needs of his own organizational structure ~~d operational

procedures. It also must be recognized that implementing the program means

far more than designing it on paper. All members of the management team

charged with administering safety responsibilities must understand the program

completely and be well trained. For this to happen, top management must

be completely committed to the program and must communicate its commitment

to supervisors.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Scaffolding must be checked to ensure that it is secure.

A safety harness should be used if the operator's

vision will be restricted in any way. The condition and

general adequacy of the harness should be checked prior

to use.

The pressure vessel should be placed as near to the

operator as his need for unobstructed movement permits.

In the event that the pressure vessel cannot be placed

near the operator, as when it must be positioned at

ground level, the blast hose must be anchored to a

secure part of the structure.

In all cases the blast hose should be properly anchored

to eliminate the possibility of the operator being

thrown off his feet by the weight of the hose should

he momentarily lose his balance or by sudden hose action

due to inconstant or interrupted pressure.

The operator should be sure to angle the nozzle to protect

himself and others.

When work is being performed in tanks or in other

confined areas where dust can be a problem, both

protective clothing and a compressed air-fed helmet

should be worn.
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VI.

1.

DEVELOPING AIm MAnnAINING At\) EFFECTIVE SAFETY PROGRAM

Job Safety Analysis

A Job Safety Analysis (JSA) is a document which systematically identifies

hazards associated with a given job and the step-by-step procedures

which must be followed to eliminate or at least minimize each hazard. As

a result, JSAs become the basis for individual safety training and for any

follow-up action required.

To minimize the work required to develop JSAs, it is suggested that initial

action involve a listing of all tasks performed by personnel in each job
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category. It then will become apparent that some tasks are common to two

or more jobs. By establishing JSA elements relative to various tasks, it

t hen will be possible to utilize s~andard JSA elements where applicable from

job to job.

supervisor becomes more convinced that the employee knows how to do the job

safely and efficiently. In summary, the trainL~g principle of TELL -

SHOW - PRACTICE - CHECK is strongly recommended as the best means of

providing basic training.

It should be noted that the most effective JSAs often are developed through

revie'"r of ~~entative 'Hording with the workers involved. Mally can provide

valuable insights and ideas which make JSAs that much more meaningful.

In each JSA, the following four basic steps should be observed:

The ideal source of material for basic trai~ing is the JSA. To obtain

maximum retention of training i~structions, it is recommen de d that t he

TELL - SH.OW - PRACTICE - CHECK principle be applied separa""e1y f or each

step in the JSA.
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d. Write up the JSA.

Safety Training

-135-

Once an employee demonstrates tha-::' he understands the requirements, t.he

remaining concern is motivation. The employee must want to comply for his

safety awareness to be maintained.

In providing basic training to employees with proper re~ated work exnerience

all steps of the job should be reviewed in proper sequence. For t hose

steps where the emp10yee f s prior experience is minimal, the TELL - SHOW 

PRACTICE - CHECK approach should be followed. For those steps where the

employee has prior experience, a brief discussion should suffice. One

effective way of doing this is to ask the employee to explain how a

step is performed. Any mistakes he makes during the explanation can be

corrected by explaining why the prescribed procedure is better. If the

employee's ideas presented at such times are better than the JSA procedure ,

the employee r S cOYltribution should be acknowl edge and t1:-:.e JSA should be

revised.

Determine the injury contact possibilities.

Break a job down into elements (tasks).

Zliminate (by physical change) or reduce (by the written procedure)

the injury contact possibilities.

c.

a.

b.

Employees are most l i kely to perform work in the most efficient and

safest manner when safe work procedures have been communicated to them

so they understand them and are motivated to comply. Simply telling an

employee how to perform a given job safely does not assure that an employee

understands sufficiently to follow the prescribed procedure. There is no

SUbstitute for being ShOVffi how to do the job followed by practice under

supervision. Rechecking then continues at diminishing frequency as the

2.
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Indivi dual Contacts

a . Empl oyee participat i on in developing the JSA.

-lJ7-

General Contacts:

General contacts are closely related to individual contacts. They differ

oilly iL subject matter. While individual contact s involve discussion

of steps of JSAs, general contacts may relate to any subject which will

contribute to improve safety performance. Thus, a general contact may be

a planned discussion about a recent accident or series of accidents, a

reminder of unsafe acts or violations that have been observed, a review of

a recent general safety bul letin, a discussion of housekeeping or tool

conditions, or anything else that will add to the employee's safety know

ledge of his· working environment.

A schedule of one individual contact per employee per week is recommended.

Each contact should consume no more thaTJ. five minutes and should cover one

to three steps of the JSA. It often is more advantageous to have the

employee explain the procedure and how the procedure helps him Lo aVOl.d

injurious contact.

Individual contacts should be planned in advarJ~e for the purpose of

dis cus sing t hose job steps which are most helpfUl to the individual

employee. Planning of individual contact s over a period of t.dJme should

provi de f or complete coverage of all jobs on which each employee works.

Such planning should also avoid repetitive coverage of the same item whi l e

overlookir~ g completely other job steps being performed by the employee.

diminish and bad work habits may develop. Individual contacts serve to

rein force bas ic training on a continuing basis and to maintain safety

awareness on all jobs performed.

4.

Cons i st ent obj ect ive handling of enforcement ac tion when it m, ;.st

be used.

When correcting mis t akes, e xplaining in terms of the employees own

welfare, why t he prescribed way is bette r.

When observing employees for compl i ance wi th JSA requirements ,

compliment ing t hem for g~od performance instead of restricting

comment s t o correcting mistakes .

Reflecting a genuine concern for the safety of employees, rather

than an attit ude of just complying with the requirements of a

compulsory program dictated by someone at a higher l evel in the

organizat i on .

Discussing a ccident s t hat have occurred and how physical safeguards

ffiid compliance with JSAs can pre vent t hem f r om occuring again.

Explaining why requirement s are in e ffect when providing t r aining .

Asking fo r employee ' s ideas on a be tter way to do t he job when

something goes wr ong .

h.

g.

f.

d.

(;.

e.

b.

An individual contact is a plmUled follow-up training session on the hazard

possibilities of each job. Ove r a period of time , as profi ciency ffild

familiarity with the j ob increase , awareness of LTJ. j ury potentials may

ExperieL1 ,~; e has shown that positive i ncentives are far more effec t ive t ha.TJ.

nega~, j. ve i ncentives ( such as dis ciplinary action) in influencing behavior.

Positive incentives t hat can be used e ffectively include :

).



5. Safety Observations

There are two types of safety obse rvations: planned and impromptu.

Through planned observat i ons , the supervisor can verify that : proper

protective apparel is being worn; safe j ob procedures are being fol lowed;

employees are avoiding points of injurious contact, and are using t heir

safety know-how at all times , It is recommended tha l~ supervisors make at

least two planned safety observations of each employee each month and that

they be planned so they cover all j ob operations for which the employee

has received inst ruction. If an employee is observed doing anything unsafe,

he should be contacted immediately and reinstructed in order to eliminate

potential injury.

Impromptu observations are unplanned ,::)bservations of an unsafe action or

condition Ghat requires immediate correction. Regardless of what they

may be doing at any time, supervisors should always be alert to unsafe

actions and conditions. Use of impromptu observations is one of the

most important means of identifying and correcting potential accident causes

before an accident occurs .

The findings which can arise from safety observations and the corrective

action which should be required are as follows:

5.1 Unsafe Condition: The supervisor should take action to eliminate

the condition . If immediate correction is not practical, appropriate

JSAs should be modified to provide safeguards. Employees then should

be rein~:t ructed.
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5 . 2 Violation: Violations may reflect lack of conformance wi ~h J-SAs,

the Job Sa:'ety Analysis, general safety rules (if used), specific

instruct ions , etc . , on which the employee has previously recei.ved

bas i c t raining and/or i ndividual or general contacts , 'lhe cDployee

should be contact ed immediately to eliminate the vioJu~ion '-'-.ld

be r einstructed on t he st ep of t he JSA which waG vio1. a. i,ed Repeated

vi ol at i ons by the s ame employee should not be tolera t ed .

5. 3 Viol at ions - Lack of Instruct ions: In some cases, employees will

vi olate a safety rule because they have not received necessa~r

instructions . Unl es s l; he empl uyee was performing work he das Il ut

aut hori zed or directed C-.J pPTform (a violation), he ~ a.n.n. )t be

held respon sible for a nractice which he did not know La be u

violat ion . The employee shoul ,l be promptly instructed concpr:inf.

the step of t he ,TSA he 'has neTfuTming .

5. It Uns af e Act : If a s '.lpervisur r:bs2rves an ac t ion that is Hi ~ sare

but is not included in a JSA or in safety rul es and has ril::)·i. been

covered by a general contact , the unsafe action SilOuldbe s Lopped

and employees on t he job shoul d be cont 2ct ed and instructed.

The supervisor then should take ste~s to i n corporate t he ne cessary

requirement in t he appropriate JSA and employees should receive

indivi dual conts.et s con cerning t he JSA revi d on .

It has l ong been r e cogni zed that safe physical condit ions mus t be e stablished

end maintained i f accidents and Lnjuries a~e to be avoi ded . Thi s requires

review of pl~~s and speci f ications before facilities or equipment are instaJled

or modified to assure that proper condition s are est abl i shed at t he outset.
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It also requires periodic inspections to assure that the proper safe

conditions are maintained. From administ r at ive and cost standpoints, it

is easier and less expensive t o prevent the introduction of unsafe conditions

than it is to allow them to go unchecked until accidents, inefficiencies,

and costs require an all-out effort t o identify and correct them.

When establishing plans and specifications for new or modified facil i ties ,

engineering personnel must have the responsibility for including all

requirements necessary for safecy. This includes safeguards to prevent

injurious contact with moving equipment or material, prevention of flammable

or explosive mixtures, and -- where toxic materials are involved -

prevention of personnel exposure. In those instances where particularly

difficult safety problems are involved, the best expert advice should be

obtained before proceeding with final plans and specifications.

The next step required to avoid unsafe conditions in new or modified

facilities or equipment is a thorough inspection of the completed

installations before it is placed into operation. The inspection should be

performed at least by representatives of operating, maintenance, safety,

and engineering responsibilities. Any unsafe conditions found should

be corrected before use or operation of the facilities or equipment is

permitted.

The third step is to establish controls to assure that faci l ities and

equipment are properly maintained. This includes the requirement that

each worker maintain his immediate work area in a clean, uncluttered, and

orderly condition. Periodic management inspections at regular intervals,

with specific requirements as to the facilities or equipment to be inspected,

can help assure that safe conditions will be maintained.
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Ot her f actors should also be conside r ed in est ablishing inspection

schedules. For example, facilities exposed to t he weather can be expected

t o det eri orat e faster t han comparable faci l ities located indoors. As

a re sul t , they should receive more fre quent inspection . Likewi se , c .:L d.er

equipment on which component parts are already substantially eroded or won '

can be expected to fail in service more frequent ly t han new equi pment ._

Responsi ble management in each plant should dete rmine what should be

i nspe ct ed, how often it should be inspected, who shoul d do the inspec: inf,

and t he controls necessary to see t hat good inspect ions are made w l j th8-'~

defect s are ident ified aDd correcte d.

There is one other factor that is needed to assure good inspect ions: each

person responsible for inspecting some eqnipment or facility must lmow

what t o l ook for. Inspection forms which identify items to check should

be considered. These also enable higher levels of management to appraise

t he degr ee t o which supervisors are complying with inspect ion requirements

an d correcting i~adeque cies in the overall inspection pro cedures.

In or de r t o minimize unsafe con ditions, it mus t be recognized that t hey ar e

C&used by peopl e. In stead of just cont i nuing to corre ct uns afe conditions,

it can be far more productive to ask "Who did somet hing or fail ed t o do

somet hing that caused '1he condition and why did they do it or fail to do

it ? II Answering this question l eads co t he indirect cause of unsafe

conditions. Correcting t he indi rect cause can produce subst ant ial benefit s

whi ch are of a f nr more permanen t nat ure t han j ust cor rect ing each UlJsafe

condition as it is f Olmd.
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Accident Investigations

The first steps totalce after any injury or accident are to ensure that the

injured receives prompt medical attention and to secure the area or

equipment to prevent any further injury or accident. After that, all

pertinent facts concerning the accident should be developed promptly,

preferably before the end of the work shift during which the accident occured.

When an accident occurs, it generally represents a failure to fully

comprehend and cope with all potential injury causes in normal safety

act i vit y . Nonetheless, an accident can be viewed positively as an

opportunit y to pinpoint the causes and incorporate remedial action in

safety tools and activity. While fatal injuries and serious accidents

usually receive concentrated attention, such cases -- for the purposes

of investigation -- are of no greater significance than relatively

minor accidents, because:
In the case of disabling injuries, an additional investigation should be

conducted by a committee consisting of plant management who can oontribut e

to the findings. The committee should be headed by a higher level of

management. In the case of fatal injuries and serious incidents, the

plant manager should be chairman of the committee.

For a safety program to be effectively administered, responsibility for

each of the functions shoul d be specifically assigned t o appropri at e ~~~age

ment personnel . Responsibility for safety functions should be dovetai l ed

into the man~gement organization to coincide with other normal fun ctions

of each member of management. It follows that most of the act ual

II doing II funct i ons must be performed by the first line supervisor (foreman)

while pr ogress ively higher levels of ma-,- agement must be r espo'lsi.Jle for

r,uiding and assisting t he first line supervisor, appraising performance

and results, auditing safety activities to identify and correct deficiencies,

maint aining a current record of injury and accident statistics and t aking

steps to correct adverse trends, and establishing objectives or standards

The employee's supervisor should physically inspect the area, interview

witnesses, interview the llljured if possible and, if necessary, consul t

with other managemen t personnel to establish the facts. In order t o

develop f acts , t he supervisor should use an accident report form simi l a r to

Figure VI-I. Accident reports for all injuries should be reviewed by t he super

vi sor ' u i mmedi ate superi or fo r addi t ionaL comments, recommendations, and

actions. Controls should be established for all injuries and accidents

to assure tha~ recommended corrective action is, in fact, completed.

7. Safety Responsibilities

Due to the greater number of relatively minor nondisabling

injuri es, such cases serve to identify a large number of

sour ces of injurious contact. As such, they can help pinpoint

the causes of future serious injuries and major noninjury accidents.

Fatal injuries are prevented best by identifying and correcting

t he causes of nonfatal disabling injuries. Disabling injuries are

prevented best by identifying and correcting the causes of

nondisabling injuries.

The severity of an accident or injury is a question of chance

and is not controllable.

c.

b.

a.

6.



FIGURE VI-l Accident Report Form

1. NAME 2. CLOCK NO.

6. AGE 7. TOTAL CONTINUOUS SES-VICE 8. REGULAR OCCUP .----- -----

J. DEPARTMENT 4. ACCIDENT DATE 5. TIME _

OCCUPkfION WHEN INJURED - ------------------ ------- reali stic basis for

Unless object ives and standards for safety
for acceptab le performance .

performance and activities are established and communicat ed by top

determining what i s acceptab le and what is unacceptable in terms of

safety administ rat ion and re sults.

managemen t, l ower l evels of management h ave no

DAYS---___ MI'HS .

9.

10. EXPERIENCE ON OCCUP. WI-IERE I NJURY OCCURRED YEARS.

11. WHAT JOB WAS BEING PERFORMED?

13. HAD INJURED RECEIVED BASIC TRAINING M~D SAFETY CONTACTS ON THE JOB

12. WHAT STEP OF THE JOB WAS IN PROGRESS? -------------------

BEING PERFOmJED? 14. ;~ATURE OF INJURY (IDENTIFY BODY PART)------ - ,,- -

15. \VHAT HAPPENED?

18. WHAT EQUIPMENT AND UNSAFE CONDI TION "'!ERE INVOLVED? --- ------ -----

17. WHY WAS THE UNSAFE ACTIOn COMMITTED? - -------- - - ---------

--- ------- - ---------- -_.._.._-----------------

------------ ------_.. . - ---
--------------------------- - . ...._ .__._-----

16. WHAT UNSAFE ACTION WAS INVOLVED?

19. WAS THE JOB COVERED BY A. JSA? IS REVISION OF THE JSA NEEDED?- - ------ -
20. RECOMMENDED ACTION TO PREVENT RECURRENCE ------------------

21. REVIEW ADDITI ONAL COMMENTS ~~D RECOWJENDATIONS -------------- --
- - ---- ----- ------------------------- --

22. REVIEWED BY DATE --

22. DATE ALL RECOMMENDED ACTION COMPLETED SIGNATURE ___--- - - - - -



The following guidelines are recommended or required for est ablishment and

maintenance of an effective first aid program.

First aid should be provided for the treatment of minor cuts, scratches,

bruises and burns. It also should be provided to render t empor a ry aid and

comfort for more serious i 'l.juries UL'1.til such time as compe tent · medi cal assistance

is obtained.

In cases of large organizations, medical personnel, even incl uding a physican

may be on hand during all or most shifts. However, in the absen ce of staff

personnel or an infirmary, c~inic, or hospital located Ln or near the workplace,

it is essential t hat t here be available a person or persons adequdtely trained

to render firs t aid.

b. The re sponsible safety of f i cer sho uld identi fy sources of firs t

aid i nstruction ( such as t he Red Cross, State Department of Labor,

Consulting Phys ician , etc. ), and those persons who should be instructed.

He shoul d see to it t hat those pe rsons ins tructed are capable of

pe r forming first ai d duties and ensure that t hey take refr esher

courses from time t o t i me , at least annua l ly . The responsible

safety officer also must keep records to ensure that r e fresher courses

are att ended and t hat replacements are made when those with trai ning

leave the employ of t he company involved, change shifts , e tc.
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of i mmedi at e me dical attention , size of work units , and so on.

c. At l eas t one employee traine d in first aid should be on duty

every shift. Contingency measures should be established in the

event that t he employee so traine d is ab sent. (In some case s it

may be best to have at least t wo employees trained in firs t ai d on

every shift. )

d . Al l employees must be require d t o r eport any accident or i llnes s

- - no matter how small -- to the person as s i gne d f irst aid

responsibili t y. Records of a l l reports must be kept .

e. A firs t ai d kit approved by t he consulting phys i cian must be

avai}able a ll ~ ime s. Typi cal items t o be incl ude d i n a firs t ai d

kit i n clude: burn cr eam, ammon i a inhalant, eye wash sol ut i on ,

bandage compress, aspiri n tablets , etc . In mos t cases kits can

be obtained as needed with at l eas t several units of each t ype item.
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One safet y officer should be given overall responsibili t y for

establishing and directing the program. He should t hen det ermine

how many persons should be given first aid t rainir,g and t he ex ~, ent

of ~ raining required. This decision should be based on the hazards

of the workplace, locat ion of the operation in relation t o sources

ESTABLISHDJG AND MAINTAINING A FIRST ··AID PROGRAM

a.

VII.

The vast majority of accidents and Lnjuries which occur ll1 industry are of

re~atively minor nat ure. Unless t hey are treated immediate ly and competent ly,

however, they can lead t o problems of a far more serious nature. For exampl e,

if even a small cut i s not properly cleansed and bandaged, infe ct i on may

set Ln or some type toxic substance may enter the bloodstream. For t his

reason i t is essent ial that abrasive blasting management provide to worke r s

a source of immediate medical attention.



f. First aid kits must be located in sufficient number so no employee
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t hrough plastic or g~ass cover.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON ABRASIVE BLASTING
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Acoust i ca l Soc i ety of America,
335 E. 45th Street
New York, N.Y. 10017

American Confer ence of Governmental
Indus t rial Hygienists
lOll: Broadway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

American Foundrymen's Society
Golf and Wolf Roads
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

American Industrial Hygiene Association
25711 Southfield Road
Southfield, MIT 48085

American Insurance Association,
Engineering and Safety Department
85 John Street
New York, N.Y. 10038

American Medical Association
Department of Environmental,
PUblic and Occupational Health
535 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, ILL 60610

Ameri can National Red Cross, Safety Services
17th and nD" Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
1430 Broadway
New York , N.Y. 10018

American Society for Abrasive Methods
1049 So . N~in Street
Plymouth, MI 48170

VII I.

Here fol l ows a list of sources from whom further informatl'on b .
on a raSlve

blas t ing may be obGained.

1 . Associat i ons and Societies

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

upened

each unit carton wrapped in see-through covering to keep

contents clean and indicate whether or not the carton has

weatherproof containers made of steel or high-impact plastic

been opened

with a carrying handle and wall-mounting brackets.

persons use contents

* instructions and/or diagrams on each unit package to help

* contents immediately visible and identifiable when kit is

posted near the kit, along with the name and telephone numbers

*

*

Instructions on transporting ill or injured empoyees should be

should be told that unnecessary removal of items can result in not

of selected physicians, hospitals, clinics, ambulance services,

materials should be kept under lock and key at all times. Employees

a supervisory area such as a foreman's desk. Reserve stocks of

To prevent pilferage of kit material, each should be placed near

in some instances, could mean the difference between life and death.

rescue squads, etc. Such a list should be protected by a sturdy see-

is more than just a few mllinutes away. The first aid area

The best ones available have the following features:

not necessarily the kit -- must be painted green.

having them available when a need arises and that such a shortage,

g.

h.



*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2.

*

*

*

*

American Society for Testing and Materials
1916 Race Street
Philadelphia, ?A 19103

American Society of Safety Engineers
850 Busse Highway
Park Ridge, ILL 69968

Industrial Health Foundation
5321 Centre Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15232

Industrial Saf ety Equipment Association, Inc.
60 E 42nd Street
New York , N.Y. 10017

National Association of Manufacturers
277 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
155 East 44th Street
New York, N.Y. 10017

National Safety Council
524 North ~fichigan Avenue
Chicago, ILL 60611

U.S. Government Sources

NIOSH Regional Offices

DREW, Region I
Government Center (JFK Fed. Bldg)
Boston, Massachusetts 02203
Tel.:617/223-6668

DHEW, Region II - Federal Building
26 Federal Plaza
New York, New Yor~, 10007
Tel.:212/597-6716

DREW, Region III
3525 Market Street, P.O. Box 13716
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101
Tel.:215/597- 6716
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*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

DREW, Regi on IV
50 Seventh Street, N.E.
At l anta, Georgia 30323
Tel. :404/526-5474

DHEW Region V
300 South Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60607
Tel. :312/353-1710

DREW, Region VI
1114 Commerce Street (Rm. 8-C-53)
Dal las, Texas 75202
Tel. :214/749-2261

DHEW, Region VII
601 East 12th Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64106
Tel. :816/374-5332

DREW, Region VIII
19th &Stout Streets
9017 Federal Building
Denver, Colorado 80202
Tel. :303/837-3979

DHEW, Region IX
50 Fulton Street (245 FOB)
San Francisco, California 94012
Tel. :415/556-3781

DHEW, Region X
1321 Second Avenue (Arcade Bldg. )
Seattle, Washington 98101
Te1.:206/442-0530

OSHA Regional Offices:

Region I
U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
18 Oliver Street, Fifth Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02110 Tel.:617/223-6712/3

Region II
U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
1515 Broadway (1 Astor Plaza)
New York, New York 10036 Tel.:212/971-5941/2
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Region X
U.S . Department of Labor
Oc cupat ional Safety and Health Administration
1808 Smith Tower Building, 506 Second Avenue
Seattl e, Washington 98104 Tel.: 206/442-5930

Region Vln
U.S. Department of Labor
Occupat ional Safety and Health Administration
Feder al Building, Room 15010, 1961 Stout Street
Denver, Col orado 80202 Tel.: 303/837-3883

Region VI
U. S . Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
7t h Floor, Texaco Building, 1512 Commerce Street
Dal l as, Texas 75201 Tel.: 214/749-2477/8/9 or 2567

McGraw-Hill , New York , 1971 .Beranek, L.L. Noise and Vibration Control.
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Accident Prevention Manual for Industrial Operations , Sixt h Edit ion,
National Safety Council, Chicago, Illinois, 1969.

Committee on Industrial Ventilation; Industrial Ventilation -- A Manual
of Recommended Practice, Edition Thirteen. American Conference of
Government Industrial Hygienists, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1974.

Abrasive Blasting Respiratory Protective Practices. U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, Center for Disease Contr'ol, Nat i onal
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, Division of Laboratories
and Criteria Development. Cincinnati, Ohio, 1974.
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Region IX
U. S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administ ration
9470 Federal Building, 450 Golden Gate Avenue
Post Office Box 36017
San Francisco, California 94102 Tel.: 415/556-0586

Region VII
U.S . Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administrat ion
Wal t ower Building, Room 300, 823 Walnut Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 Tel.: 816/374-5249 or 5240

Region V
U.S . Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
300 South Wacker Drive, Room 1201
Chicago, Illinois 60606 Tel.: 317/353-4716/7

Region IV
U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
1375 Peachtree Street , N.E., Suite 587
At lanta, Georgia 30309 Tel.: 404/526-3574/3 or 2281/2

Region III
U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
15220 Gateway Center, 3535 Market Street
Phi ladelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 Tel. :215/597-1201

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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